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INVESTIGATION OF SEPARATED FLOWS IN SUPERSONIC AND SUBSONIC STREAMS WITH 
EMPHASIS ON THE EFFECT OF TRANSITION 1 
By DEAN R. CHAPMA " D ONALD 1\1. K UEIIN, and HOWARD K. L ARSON 
SUMMAR Y 
Experimental and the01'etical research has been conducted on 
flow separation associated with step, ba es, compression cornel'S, 
curved surjaces, shocle-wave bounda7'y-layer refiections, and con-
figurations producing leading-edge eparation. R esults were 
obtained from pressure-distribution measurements, shadow-
graph observations, high-speed motion pictures, and oil-film 
studies. The maximum cope oj mea urement encompa sed 
Mach numbers between OJ,. and 3.6, and length R eynolds 
number between 4,000 and 5,000,000. 
The principal variable controlling pressure di tribution in 
the separated flows was jound to be the location oj transition 
relative to the reattachment and separation position. Classi-
fication is made oj each eparated flow into one oj three regimes: 
"pure laminar" with transition downstream oj reattachment, 
" transitional" with tran i lion between eparation and reattach-
ment, and "turbulent" with transition upstream oj separation. 
By this means oj cla sification it is possible to state rathe7' 
general 7'esults regarding the teadine s oj flow and the influence 
oj R eynolds number within each regime. 
F01' certain pure laminar epCLration CL the07'y jor calculating 
dead-CLil' pressure is advanced which agree well with subsonic 
and supersonic experiments. This theory involves no empirical 
irifo1'7nCLtion and provides CLn explanation oj why transition lo-
CCLtion relcLtive to reattachment is important. A imple CLnalysis 
oj the equations jar interaction oj boundCLry-layel' CLnd external 
flow near either laminar or turbulent epCL7'ation indicate the 
pres 1Lre rise to va7'y as the square root oj the wall shear tress 
at the beginning oj interaction. Various experiments ubstan-
tiale this variation j01' mo t test conditions. An incidental 
observation i that the tability oj CL separated laminar mixing 
layer increase markedly with an increa e in ]vlach number. 
The po sible ignificance oj this ob ervation is di cussed. 
I TROD CTION 
Flow eparaLion ofLen is eon idered as a scourge Lo many 
technical devices which depend upon Lbe dynamics of fluids 
for successful operation, ina much as separaLion ofLen limits 
the u efulnes of the e device. For example, Lhe maximum 
lift of an airfoil and Lhe maximum compres ion ratio of a 
compl'es or are limit d by the occurrence of eparation. 
eparated regions can also occur neal' a deflected flap , around 
a spoiler conLrol, in an overe>""J)anded rocket nozzle, behind 
a blunt ba e, on the leeward side of an obj ect inclined at. 
large angle of attack, and ncar the impingement of a hock 
wave from one body upon the boundary layer of another. 
uch occurrence make flow separation a yery common 
phenomenon wananLing much 1'e em'ch eITort. 
Of the numerous experimental resulls on eparaLecl flow , 
a few have proved to be applicable throughout the subsonic, 
transonic, end uper onic speed rano-c. The first and most 
importanL result involve Lhe phenomenon of boundary-layer 
transition . In 1914 Prandtl (ref. 1) demonstrated that the 
pronounced effect of flow separation on the low-speed drag 
of a bluff body, uch as were ob erved earlier by EilIel (ref. 
2), are deLennined by the type of boundary-layer flow ap-
proaching Lhe separation point; that i , whether it i laminar 
or tlU'bulent. In the initial po t-wal' year , a number of 
independent inve tigaLions (refs. 3, 4, 5, and 6) were con-
ducted in tran onic and supersonic wind tunnels which 
revealed imilar marked effects on compressible flow fields 
when the boundary layer approaching eparatioll. ViaS 
changed from laminar to turbulent. The e e>""J)el'iments 
leave litLle doubt that separated flow wiLh transition up-
tream of separation are fundamentally different from Lhose 
with transition downstream. 
From various experiments on separated flow , a econd 
general re ult can be detected which may not have been 
evident at the time the various e>""J)erimenLs were conducted, 
but which is p rceptible now through the medium of hind-
sight coupled with the finding of more recent r e earch. 
This second 1'e ult concern the importance of the location 
of Lransition wiLhin a separated layer relaLiYe to thc position 
of laminar separation. chiller and Linlm (ref. 7) found 
Lhat even under condiLions where Lhe boundary-layer flow 
remain laminar at separaLion , the pre ure distribution 
about a cil' ular cylinder depends sianificantly on how neal' 
transition i Lo the separaLion posiLion. They observed thaL 
an increase in eiLher Reynolds number 01' turbulence level 
moved transiLion upsLream in Lhe separaLed layer to a posi-
Lion clo er to separation , and Lhat such movement con id-
erably affected the drag and pre ure di lributiol1. Closely 
relaLed to these findings are some isolaLed ob ervaLions Lhat 
tran ition location often cOl'l'elate wiLh an abrupL pre sure 
1 Supersedes NA AT 3869 by Dean R. Obapman. Donald M. Kuebn. and Howard K. Larson. 1957. 
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rise when the eparated layer is laminar . Thi correlation 
is found within "separation bubbles" on airfoils (ref. ), 
and in many other cases, both at low speed and supersonic 
speed, as is discussed in detail later. Thu with a eparated 
layer remaining laminar, a variation in Reynolds number 
changes lh location of LransiLion l'clativ to 111 separaLion 
point and this varie the pre ure ri e a sociated with tran-
sition; the consequence i an effect of Reynolds number on 
pressure di tl'ibution which is especially pronounced in the 
separated flow behind a base. (ee refs. 5 and 6.) An 
inilial approach to the computation of uch effects has been 
made by Oro ceo and Lee (ref. 9) who consider explicitly 
the movement of tran ition along a separated lay r. The 
synoptic re ult of these various investigation i that the 
location of transition relative to separation i a variable 
generally important to separated flows wherein the boundary 
layer is laminar at separation. 
In most previous experiments attenlion generally has 
been directed to the type of boundary-layer flow existing 
at separation and to the relative distance between transi-
Lion and eparation; less attention has been given to the 
type of boundary-layer flow existing at reattachment and 
to the relative distance between tran ition and r eattach-
ment. ("R eattachment" i taken herein to mean the local-
ized zone wherein a eparated layer either meets a urface 
or another separated layer.) At sufficiently low Reynold 
numbers, a type of separation can exist where transition 
is down iream of the reattachment zone, 01' perhaps even 
nowhere in the flow field. In order to achieve this pure 
laminar 2 type of separation in a low- p ed flow, howev 1' , 
the R eynolds number must be very low (e. g., the order 
of several thou and for a circular cylinder). In view of 
the unu ually low Reynold number required, and tbe fact 
that the reattachment position is not teady in a ubsonic 
wake, it is undcl'sLandable that conditions at reatLachment 
previously hayc received relati vely little empha is in invos-
tigaLion of s pal'ated flow. An i olate 1 example of pure 
laminar separation was obs rved by Liepmann and Fila 
(ref. 10) behind a small, half-cylinder, roughness element 
placed within a subsonic laminar boundary layer. 
The prescnt in ve tigatlon, which i concerned in COll ider-
able part with flow conditions neal' reattachment, was con-
ducted in throe pha cs differing greatly in purpo e and 
scope. uch eli vision wa not planned but was dictated by 
some rathcr urprising and encouraging result obtained 
during the initial phase of expcrimentation, coupled with 
om major revi ion in Lhe wind-tunnel fa illty made dW'-
ing the interval over which the research was conducted. 
The iniLial experiment (conducted in 1953) were concerned 
with the manner in "hi h Reynolds number variation at 
super onic peed afIecLs th separated-flow region upstream 
of two-dimen ional steps of various Leight. omparl on 
of the results of the initial experiment with tho e of other 
, For reasons explained later, many !lows commonly designated as "laminar" separations 
in previou in>'estigations really arc afTected significantly by the presence of transition locally 
in the reattachment zone; such flo\\' s arC referred to herein as "transitional" separations. 
Consequently, it is desirable for pW'poses of emphasis and contradistinction Lo USe an unam-
biguous terminology, sueh as "pure laminar," for those 110ws which truly arc 1ll1af[ectcd 
by trau.ilion. 
experiments revealed several intriguing imilarities among 
various separated flows on presumably unrelated configura-
tions. The e similaritie (discussed in detail lat r) sug-
gested that the location of transition relative to reattach-
ment might be just as fundamental to any separated flow 
as is the 10caLion of trau ition relative to separaLion. In 
order to explore thi possibility, a second phase of experi-
ment wa conducted with a variety of model hapes rather 
than just a tep. A third phase of experiment wa con-
ducted after modifications were made to the wind tunnel 
which enabled operation over an extended :"Iach number 
and R eynolds number range. Ina much a an ultimate 
hope wa to improve tbe understanding of separaLed flows, 
it was thought mandatory to include mea memenls at sub-
sonic as well a supersonic peeds as an integral part of the 
research. All meaSUTement were made on t,,-o-dimensional 
models. 
This report covers three subj ct : (1) a general survey of 
the experimental result grouped according to whether tran-
sition is downstream of reattachment, between separation 
and reattachmen t, or upsLream of eparation; (2) a de crip-
tion and experimental test of a theory of the fundamental 
mechanism near reattachment which govern the dead-air 
pres ure in a separated region (this theory is used to pro-
vide an explanation of why transition location relative to 
reattachment i of importance to eparated flow); (3) a 
imple analy i and pertinent experiments on "free inter-
action" type flows wherein tbe boundary layer interacts 
freely with an external supersonic flow in the manner orig-
inally pictmed by 0 watit cll and Wieghardt (ref. 11) . A 
preliminary report pre enting briefly some of Lhe salient 
re ults of thi inve tiO'ation ha been publi hed as reference 12. 
In the three-year interim ov I' which the present experi-
ments and theoretical re earch were conducted, variou 
result of other studies appeared which benefited and influ-
enced the course of this re earch. A thorough inve Liga-
tion of turbulent separation induced by tep and by inter-
action of oblique shock wave with the turbulent boundary 
layer on a wind-tunnel wall was published by Bogdonoff 
(ref. 13) and by Bogdonoff and Kepler (ref. 14). A a 
result it was deomed unnece ary to inve tigate turbulent 
separation for the e two cases, except to provide ineiden tal 
comparison and checks with their data. imilarly, exLen-
ive 1'e ults of Gadd, Holder, and Regan (ref. 15) became 
available for the ca e of hock-wave-induced eparalion. 
In these latter experiments, eparated flows ,vith tran ition 
downstream of reattachment were ob erved a w 1'e fully 
turbulent flow and flows with transition between eparation 
and reattachment. The imporLance of transilion location 
relative to reattachment i clearly recognized by Gadd, et 
al. More r ecently, the research of Kor t, Page, and Ohilds 
(1' f. 16) became available, in which nearly the arne funda-
mental theoretical mechani m was employed in their calcu-
lations of ba e pre ure for thin turbulent boundary layers 
as that mechani m de cribe 1 and expel'im ntally tested 
herein for thin laminar boundary layers. ompari on of 
re ults from the e varion recent and independent re earche 
i made later in the report. 
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local skin-friction coefficient, ~ q 
ratio of c/o at a given E xo to corresponding valut> 
RXo=106 
height of tep or ba e 
characteristic streamwi e length over which inter-
action takes place 
body length (see fig. 2) 
ma s-flow rate per unit pan 
~Iach number 
pre ure 
Prandtl number 
pu2 dynamic pre sure, 2 
reattachment point 
R ynolds number, UoL and Uoxo, respectively 
Jlo Jlo 
separation point 
ab olute temperature 
velocity 
distance along model measured from leading edge 
angle of attack relative to urface having length L 
ratio of specific heat, 1.40 for air 
mixing-layer or boundary-layer thickness 
di placement thickne of boundary layer 
vi co ity coefficient 
kinematic visco ity !!:. 
, p 
density 
shear stres 
UBSClHPTS 
() condition at beginning of interaction in upersonic 
flow, or at location of minimum pre me III 
ubsonic flow 
co te t-section tream conditions 
d dead air 
e 
p 
7' 
S 
* 
w 
outer edge of mixing layer, or edge of bOlmdary 
layer 
plateau conditions (for laminar separation), or 
peak condition (for turbulent eparation) 
reattachment point 
separation point 
to tal conditions ( e. g., ~t = 1 + 'Y;- 12\12) 
ratio of quantity to corresponding valu e a t edge 
of mi.:\:ing layer ( e. g., T*=f, J..l.*= :.' ctc') 
wall 
SUPER ClHPT 
conditions down tI'eam of reattachment region 
conditions along dividing treamline of mixing 
layer. 
APPARATUS AND TE T METHODS 
WIND TV NEL 
Experiment were condu cLed in Lhe Ames 1- by 3-foot 
supersonic wind tunnel o. 1. Thi tunnel operate con-
tinuou ly "'ith elry air over a range of re ervoi!" pre sures. 
For the ini Lial portion of experimenLs, the range of tunnel 
pressure available wa limiled to between 2.5 and 30 
pounds per square inch absolute, and tbe ~rach number 
was limited to abou L 2 4. Revisions to til LUIUlcl structure, 
flexible-plate nozzle, an 1 drive motors were made in 1955 
o that ub equent experiments could be made over Lhe 
range of pres me between about 2 and 60 p ia and at J\Iach 
numbers up to about 3.6. ub onic peed control 
(0.4::; 1\1 '" ::; o. ) was oblained by choking the flow down-
tream of the test eclion \\-ith the flexible, upersOl1JC 
liffuser. 
MODELS AND SUPPORTS 
everal types of model ,,-ith different upporL and end 
plates were employed, eaeh being designed to provide Lwo-
dimensional flow conditions. Pressure orifices were located 
at stations neal' the centcr span, and, in mo t ca e , were 
paced either 0.05 or 0.10 inch apart. Th e initial experiments 
were conducted on sLep models in an -inch-wide two-
dimensional channel placed within the 1- h)T 3-fooL test 
ection ( ee ref. 17 for de cl'ipLion of chann 1) . ince use 
of the channel mad model change and observation rather 
cumbersome, ubsequcnL experiments were conducled ,,-ith-
out the channel apparatu by mounLing lhe -inch span 
models on a ting from the rear , and by attaching at both 
Lip relatively mall, transparent (luci t('), end plaLes. The 
photograph in no-ure 1 (a) iUu trales lhe 1aLLer method of 
.-Region of sensibly 
\ two - dimensional 
\ flow 
\ 
\ 
, 
, 
, 
,--Orifices 
\ 
.--Oi 1- f ilm-accumulation" 
\ line \ 
',- Region influenced by tip 
(b) 
(a) Photograp h showing oil-film accumulation takell during a run of 
mod 1 CC 10° - 2 with end plates. 
(b) Sk tcil of typical oil-film-accumulation line. 
FIGU RE 1. Typical model installations. 
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sting mounting. Since compari on of re ulLs obLained with 
the two methods of mounting showed no significant differ-
ence, all ub equent measurements were Laken with th is 
latter method of mounting. For tho e data presented, the 
flow over the cenLer portion of the model was judged e -
senti ally two-dimensional according Lo three indication : 
(1) several pressure orifices located span wise 2 inches off 
center revealed only small variations of static pressure; (2) 
the patlern. formed by oil film on a model surface (see fig. 
1 (b)) was normal to the flow direction over a izable cen tel' 
portion of span; and (3) at all :'Iach numbers, changing 
from triangular-shaped to rectangular-shaped end plates 
had no effect on mjd pan pressure distribuLion, and at :'Iaeh 
number abo,-e about 2.3, even the remoyal of end plate 
had no efrect. End plates olLen were not used at the higher 
?-I ach numbers, as this enabled better shadowgraphs lo be 
obtained. 
Photograph of everal models mounted ,,-ithout end 
plates arc pre ented in i"iglll"es 1 (c), 1 (d), and 1 (0) . The 
A-21256 
(el 
A- 21 255 
\d) 
FIG U RE l.- Conclud d. 
g ometry, dimensions, and de ignations of the variou 
models are given in figure 2. ?-losL of the models of figure 
2 consi t of a basic flat plate to which various wedges and 
steps were fastened Lo form additional models. This ba ic 
fiaL plate also was used for measurements of boundary-layer-
tran ition Reynolds number to give an indication of wind-
tunnel disturbance level. The leading-edge thickness of the 
fiat plate wa determined opticaliy to be 0.005 inch. The 
leading-edge thiclmess of the other models (for which the 
mface contour i an integral part of the basic plate) is 
believed to be approximately the same. 
TEST METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 
Variation in Mach number.- The Mach number M. 
approaching an in teraction region was varied in several 
way. \.t sub onic speed, the angle of aLLack wa held 
fL\:ed while adju tment of the diffuser minimum area pro-
vided variation in te t-secLion Mach number 1.1 00. At 
supersonic speed, the angle of attack wa changed to provid 
variation in 1.1., as illu trated, and the flexible nozzle walls 
occasionally were repositioned to provide additional varia-
tion in 1. 1 00. Only a few te t-section :'lach numbers were 
require 1 to achieve variaLion in J1. from values near 1 to 
about 3.6, inasmuch as the angle of attack for some of the 
models could be varied by ± 16°. Thus a given 1.10 could 
be obtained with either an expan ion wave or a hock wave 
occurring at the model leading edge. It was fOlIDd in mo L 
cases that for a given Mo both types of setting would yield 
Lhe same pressme di tribution ov l' the center- pan portion 
of the model. In several case, though, detached bow waves 
at a>O re ulted from excessive flow deflection over the lower 
smface, and this caused transition to occur prematurely on 
the upper smface. Under uch condition, the pressure 
distribution in transitional-type separation differed from 
that obtained at th ame 1.10 , but with an expansion wave 
at the leading edge. In some cases of laminar eparation , 
small differences in the shape of pressure distribution-but 
not in the pres ure ri e to eparaLion- wcre observed at 
the same J10 for the two types of settings. These mall 
difference are attribuLecJ to Imown differences in tunnel-
empty pressme distribution at the different nozzle setting. 
Optical teehniques.- One or more shadowgTaph weTe 
taken for each pressure distribution in order to determine 
the 10 ation of tran iLion. Relatively long expo me times 
were used (X5 to Xoo sec) since the mean position of transition 
was desired rather than an in tantaneou po ition. In 
the first t,yO phases of experimentation, film was placed 
next to a ide window which intercepted ncar-parallel light 
passing through the test section. Polaroid-Land film wa 
u ed. In the third phase of experimelltation, the film was 
placed on a parallel-motion mechani m smrounded by light-
proof bellow·s ( ee fig. 3) . This enabled the di tanee from 
the model to the film to b adjusted in order to take ad-
vantage of focusing effects induced by the refraction of 
parallel light as it pas es through the boundary layer (for 
an explanation of the fo using eJJects , ee ref. 1 ). Com-
pari on of figures 4 (b) with 4 (a) reveal Lhe improvement 
achieved by increasing the di Lance between Lhe film and 
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~------ L ------~ 
Model L h L 
designation (inches) (inches) h 
S- I 1. 14 0. 041 27. 8 
5- 2 6. SS 0. 237 27. 7 
5- 3 2.60 0. 094 27.7 
5- 4 2.73 O. ISO 18. 2 
5- S S.14 O. I SO 34. 3 
5- 6 2.73 0.300 9. I 
5- 7 4.70 0. 100 47. 0 
5- 8 4.43 0. 040 1I0. 8 
5- 9 3.30 O. ISO 22. 0 
5-10 6. OS 0.200 30.3 
(a) 
L - -.
1 
1 
'--========---~==---L--  
Model 8 L I 
designation (degrees) (inches) (inches) 
- -
CC Ioo-1 10 0.7S 2. SO 
CC I oo- 2 10 2.2S I. 7S 
CC Ioo-3 10 2. 60 1. SO 
CC IOo- 4 10 S. OO 2. 00 
eeIS"'-l I S O. 3S I. ID 
CC I So- 2 I S 0. 76 1.10 
CC 15°- 3 I S 1. 72 1. 10 
CC:W°-I 20 0.34 0. 80 
CC200-2 20 S. SO 2. 00 
CC 2So- 1 2S 0. 28 I. 40 
CC 2So-2 2S 0. 76 I. 40 
CC2So- 3 2S 3.34 0. 66 
CC2So- 4 25 5.00 2. 00 
CC2So- 5 
I 
25 S. SO I 2. 00 CC3So- 1 3S 0. OS6 2.70 
CC35°- 2 3S 0.166 2. 70 
(b) 
Crosshatched- ----Clean mode l 
SOlid--- - - - --- - - - De tachable boundary- layer trip 
Wire trip _ 
(0 . 015·· dia. ) 
L 
0. 13·· 
I. 84·· 
{
" L" is measured from model leading 
edge and includes length of boundary-
layer trip. 
trip 1 
Grooves 90'" x 0. 04" 
deep 
Saw- tooth ----... '. 'IiI'.' • • iiiifZ ::2 roughness ••• 0 $ $ •• I  2ZZ trip 2 
0. 3·· -
Saw- tooth 
roughness 
+ 
screen 
Base trip 
(cJ 
Strip of fine mesh 
screen 0.5" wide 
.q '9 
! O. 5"--
0.05·· base 
2So 
W2ZZL trip 3 
trip 4 
(a) Step models. 
(b) ompre sion comer . 
(c) Boundary-layer trips. 
~ ----- L --- '"1 
Model 8 
designation (degrees) 
C5 1S0- 1 IS 
C5200- 1 20 
C52So- 1 2S 
C5300-1 30 
(d) 
~- L 
L 
(inches) 
S. OO 
S. SO 
2. 63 
S. SO 
I, 
R 
~~ ~~ ~~ I 
abc 
'-
One model has 3 bases in series--others have only a single 
base. "L" Is always measured Crom the model leading edge to the 
par tlcular base . "/" Is al ways the length of the unbroken surface 
downstream of the parllcular base . 
(e) 
I, 
8 -1 -a 0. 20 
- b 0. 67 
- c 2. 28 
B-2 2. 00 
B- 3 0. 2~ 
- ------- 3'" 
Incident 
shock 
0.01 
0. 03 
0. 10 
0. 10 
0.09 
0.47 8 
1. 61 8 
2.22 8 
2.22 1 8 3. 30 3S 
.5·· 
90 
90 
90 
90 
14S 
---' 
5hock 
generator 
( II Is positive when leading edge of shock generator Is ahead of leading edge 
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FIGURE 2.--:\Iodel confi gura tions and dimensions. 
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LIGHT-TIGHT BELLOWS 
FIG RE 3.- Adju table hadO"'graph mount with light-light bellows. 
(a) Shado\\"graph llC'xt to tUllnel \I·indo\\". Flat plate model; JJo= 3.0 ; 
pt= 24.S psia. 
(b) Shado\I'graph 30 inches [rom tunnel windo\\". Flat plate model; 
M o=3.0 ; pt= N.S psia . 
(c) ShadO\l"graph next to tunnel "'indO\l-. CS1so- 1; j\Jo= 3.0; 
p t= 3 p. ia. 
(d) hado\\"gntph~2inchesrromtunnelll'indoIY . CSJSO_ ); ~Jo= 3.0; 
pt= 3 psia. 
FIGURE 4.- Effect on 'hadon-graph appearanc of variation in di tance 
betlycen model and hadO\l"gnl.ph film. 
the flaL-plate model. The whiLe line , indicating the naLure 
of boundary-laycr flow, is eli placcd from the surface where 
i L can be be l tel' observed. Compa:ri on of Jigure 4 (d) 
with 4 (c) reycals 1.he improvement acbie'~ed in vi uali zing 
the eparaLed flo,,- ovcr a curved surface model b~- increa ing 
thc film-Lo-model di lance. 
High- peed moLion picLures (Fasta;.::) were laken of the 
shadowgraph field in order to as ertain Lhe relative teacli-
ne s of variou separaled flow. The parallel light was of 
sufficient inten ity Lo permit pictures of everal thousand 
frames per econd to be Laken from the shado"-graph pattern 
east on a ground-gla screen. Runs at various frame 
speeds up to 6000 frames per second showed Lllat flow 
unsteadine could be detected readi ly at peeds ncar 2000 
frames per second. 
Transition determination from shadowgraphs.-Two 
methods, depending upon tunnel prc ure, wcre u ed to 
detect transition from the shadowgraph. At low tunnel 
taLic pressures, with mall .film-to-model distanccs, transi lion 
location appeared as the "end" of the laminar (whi te) line 
on the hadowgraphs. At high tnnnel static pre sures, 
wiLh small Jihn-Lo-model distances, or at arbiLrary pre ure 
with large film-to-model di Lances, optical refraction effects 
arc large, and a technique used by P arcey (ref. 1 ) was 
cmployed to locaLe transiLion. Under these conditions the 
white laminar line appears displaced from the smface by a 
eli tance large compared to the boundary-laycr thickness. 
For flow over a 11at plate, the apparent displacement is 
nearly consLan L from the mface as long as the layer remains 
laminar, ince the den i ty profile are nearl T similar along 
Lhe plaLe length. An examplc is illustrated in figure 5 (a) . 
.- , -4Jt~-• '" ~y' ,- • f>' _~23232-3~ 
- - _ (01 
.. 
__ . (bl 
(a) Transilion beginning ncar rear of plate. 1\[0= 2.0 ; R L = 1.9 X 106. 
(b) Tran ilion region on plate. jlJo=2.9; RL = 2.:3 X IOB. 
(c) Transition region 011 plate. 111 0= 3.3; RL= 2. X 106. 
FIGURE S.- Shado\l·graphs indicalin g type of boundary-layer f101l- and 
location of tran ition on t he f-tat plate model. 
When the Reynolds number is increased so that tran iLion 
I completed on the plate, the white line convergcs to the 
surface in the transition region. Examples of Lhis are 
i11u traLed in figure 5 (b) and 5 (c). The bcO'inning of 
convergence represents the beginning of lran ition eHect on 
th density profile and is taken as the begilming of transition 
it elf. The end of convcTgcnce, ,,-here til whiLe line pracli-
rally meets the sm'face, reprcsents LhE' firsL po ition where 
the densily profile ha its maximum gracli enL clo e to Lhe 
surface (compared to a laminar pro.file) and i8 taken as the 
end of iran ilion. Uncler high refraclion conditions, there-
fore, both the beginning and end of transition often could 
be ascertained approximaLely. A an example , the 1'e ults 
of transition determination by Lhi method for the flow 
over a flat plate (leading-edge thiclmes 0.005 In.) are pre-
sented in figure 6. The method employed in determining 
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FIGURE 5.- Reynolds number of transition on a nat plate in the Am.e 
1- by 3-foot \\ind tunnel X o. 1. (Leading edge approximately 0.005 
in. thick. ) 
the beginning and end of transition for these dala i illus-
trated in figure 5 (b). The tran i Lion Reynold number i 
ploLted as a funetion of the Reynold number per unit 
length, ina much as this variable appears to be more sig-
nifican t than the :'Iach number. For example, at sLream 
1\fach number above 2.0, the curves for both beginning 
and end of transition arc independent of ;,Iach number 
when plotted in this fa 1110n. The 0 eurve will be u eel 
lat~r in compal'i on ,yiLh other dala. 
Boundary-layer trips.- A common experience in super onic 
wind-Lunnel operation is that larger and more severe trip 
arc required as the super onic Mach number is incrca eel. 
This tren 1 i reported in dctail by Winter, cott-Wilson, and 
Davies (ref. 19) "'bo find that the required wire diameter for 
tripping the boundary layer increa e roughly exponentially 
with Mach number (an interpretation of tbi trend is given 
later as it involves a result from the pre ent re earch). 
Moreover, merely placing a di turbance at some streamwi e 
position on a model docs not insure a fi."ed transition loca-
tion. For example, in the presen t investigation, at 1\Iach 
numbers ncar 3 the wire trip often did not effect tran ition 
until a hort distance before Lhe separation position. n leI 
the e condi tiOD the effective origin of the tUl'bulen t layer 
varied with Lunnel pres ure in an unknown manner over the 
plate length between the wire and the eparation po ition . 
Data obtained on the efFe t of Reynolds number variation 
are uncert.ain under such onditions. 
In the COUl'se of experimen tation various full-span bound-
ary-Iayer tri p \\"e1'e useel depending primarily on L11 :Macb 
number. At ubsonic and moderate llper onic 1Iach num-
ber a 0.015-inch-cliametor wire (trip 1) placed 0.13 inch 
from the leading edge, as ketched in figure 2 (c), was ade-
quate to eilect transition neal' the wire. At the h io her super-
sonic Mach numbers a trip more evere than a mall wi.re 
was needed. On sevcral models Lested in tili higher .Mach 
number range elUTing the seGond phase of expel'imcnts, the 
upstream porlion of tbe model plate wa GornJO'ated by saw-
toothed machinina ( ee trip 2 in fig. 2 (c)) and on one model 
a ection of wire creen also wa added (trip 3). During the 
tbil'd phase of re earch a "base trip ," consi ling of a small 
wedgclike attachmen t to the leading edao, wa employed 
(see trip 4 in fig. 2 (c) and photograph in fig. 1 (e)). A pres-
sm'e orifice was installed in this base in order to determine 
when the trip fixed transition. A plot of the ba e pressure 
as a function of tunnel pre sme revealed the tunnel pressure 
above which transition was fu;:ed near the trip. 
Surface oil-film technique.- A useful technique employed 
in the GOUl' e of research was an oil-film method for deter-
mining quantitatively the location of separation (and hence 
the pre SUl'e ri e Lo a separation point) . It i known that 
liquid coated on a urface will accumulate along a line of 
eparaLion. The flow upsLream of eparation \Va be liquid 
downstream, wherea reverse flow downstream of eparaLion 
washcs liquid upstream. In oreler Lo make this technique 
quantitative and to minimize interference, yery small amounts 
of liquid are required. To detect minule accumulation of 
liquid, light at glallcilla incidence was employed. This en-
abled an a cumulation to be detected of hcighL much smaller, 
for example, than Lhe mouth of a piLot tube. ilicone oil 
(Dow Corning DC 200- 10) was employed, omeLime mixed 
\yith regular hydrocarbon oil. Thin films of thi oil were 
mobile yet would not evaporate even after four or flye hoUl' 
of con tinuous tu nnel operat.ion. It was found possible either 
to oat portions of a model before a rU11 01' to emit oil from 
an orifice during a l·un. The minute, tlu'cadlike lin es of ac-
cumulation , wbich wel'e observed readily, could not be photo-
graphed well during tunnel operation. For photographic 
pmposes, the surface oil film for til model in figure 1 (a) 
(possibly Dot vi ible in half-Lone reproduction) wa allowed 
Lo accumulate in larger amounts than for mo t quant.itative 
mea uremen ts. A .fpical accumulation patt l'11 i sketched 
in figure 1 (b) . 
Tbe oil-film technique for determining the epal'ation 
point is believ 1 to be mOre sellsit ive than t110 pitot-probe 
technique. Using a tan ton tube 0.005 inch high, for ex-
ample, Gadd, et al. , (r ef. 15) could determine only roughly 
the laminar epal'ation point and, hence, were unable to 
detect any Reynold number dependence on the pre sure rise 
to separation. As will be seen later, Lhe oil-film technique 
readily enables the R eynolds number dependence Lo be de-
termined as well as quantitative values of rather good ac-
curacy for the pressure rise. 
Extensive use of Lhe oil-film technique revealed, under 
certain test condition , an anomalou , double-accumulation 
pattel'l1 whiGh was difficult to interprct. ome details of the 
re earch Gonducted Lo resolve this anomalous behavior me 
described in Appendix A. 
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RESULTS A D DISCUSSION PERTAINI G TO RELATIVE 
TRANSITION LOCATION 
GENERAL SUR VEY ILLUSTRATING DOMINANT IMPORTANCE OF RELATIVE 
T R ANSITION LOCATION 
Results of initial experiments.-A noted previously, the 
initial experiments were conducLed on tep model in a two-
dimensional-channel apparatus; they clearly revealed the 
ba ic importance of tran ition location r elative to a reattach-
ment position. Tran ition location was found to correlaLe 
closely ,vith an abrupt rise in pressure when transition was 
between separation and reattachment. A typical example 
of this is illustrated in figUl'e 7 (a) . Tbe pre sure di tribu-
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(a) Transition upstr a m of rcaLtachmen t. 8-7 ; 1\.[0= 1.9; 
RL = 0.92 X I06. 
(b) Transition dO\\'n tream of reattachment. ; 1110= 1.9 ; 
R L = 0.87 X 106• 
FIGURE 7.- Typical result from t\\'o-dimen ional channel illustrating 
importance of t ransition location relative to reattachment. 
tion in this type of separation was affected markedly hy 
variation in Reynolds number. In contradi tincLion, no 
abrupt ri e in pre SUl'e was observed when transition wa 
downstream of the reaLtachment point (step houlder) : figure 
7 (b) represenLs a typical example of this. The step height 
in figure 7 (b) i mailer than that in figure 7 (a) and i 
sufficiently small so a not to bring about transition . The 
pre sure distribu tion for this pUl'e laminar type of separation 
,yas affected only slightly by variations in R eynolds number. 
These contra ting characteri tics show that the location of 
transition r elative to reattachment i of critical importance 
at lea t to the eparated flow ahead of a step. 
The results of the initial experiments revealed some intri-
guing similarities between various results of e:\.'})eriment on 
separated flow from everal other sources involving entirely 
different objeet shapes. The trend ob erved, of a light in-
fluence of R eynoldo; number on pure laminar separation , was 
the same as the trend which could be interpreted from the 
base-pressure e:\.'Periments of Reller and Hamaker (ref. 20). 
Also, the trend of large influences of R eynolds number for 
transiLional separations was the same as that which could 
be interpreted from many previous measurements of base 
pre sure. Crocco and Lees (ref. 9) make es entially this 
interpretation, only with reference to transition upstream 
of a "critical" location in the wake rather than upstream of 
r eattachment. Consequently, it seemed po ible that tl'an i-
tion location relative to reattachment might be generally 
important to separated flow and that there might be some 
characteristics common to a variety of separated aows having 
the ame relative tran ition location. The second phase of 
experiments was conduded with various model shape in 
ord er 1,0 investigate this possibility. ome of the more 
salient results are W'veyed below; they relaLe to the corre-
lation beLween tran ition and abrupt pre sure rise, Lo the 
relationship between type of pres me distribution and rela-
tive transition location, and to the effect of R eynolds num-
ber variation on separated flow. 
Correlation between transition and oceurrence of abrupt 
pressure rise .- Tl'an ition was determined from hadow-
graph in two different ways (described in the ection 
APPARATU A JD TE T METHOD ). Under condi-
tions of low pre ure and low optical refraction, the mean 
10caLion of transition was taken as the end of the familiar 
white line adjacent Lo a mJace. AlLogether about 170 
case of this Lype were examined corre ponding to different 
combinations of :Mach number, Reynolds number, and 
model shape. Figure 7 (a) r epresents one example, and 
various oLber are shown in figure 8 3 for subsonic as well a 
supersonic flow. The terminal location of the white line i 
near an abrupt pressure ri e in each case. There i suffi-
ciently close coincidence of the two locations to associaLe 
the location of tran ition with that of a rapid rise in pres ure. 
Empha is is placed on Lhe fact that the correlation for ub-
sonic flow (fiO's. (a) and (b)) is much tbe same a that for 
super onic flow. This attests to the fundamental impor-
tance of transition for separated flows. 
As explained previously, both the beginning and the end 
of transition could often be determined, when opLical refrac-
tion wa high, by the beginning and end of convergence of 
the white line toward a solid surface. Altogether, about 
95 cases of this Lype were examined for variou combina-
tions of Mach number, Reynolds nmnber, and model hape. 
orne typical examples are shown in figUl'e 9. In most of 
these example tran ition occur in an adverse pressme 
gradient, and the stream wise extent of the transition region 
3 In these and other fi gures. a separation point determined from an oil film obscn'ation is 
representeel by a filled symbol. Separa tion pre sure rises dctr rmin ed from a correlation 
(presented later) of measurements on a variety of model shapes are represented by a short 
linc. 
j 
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i much horter than on a Dat plate. In all cases the abrupt 
pres ure rise occurs ncar t he Lran ition region, so that a 
marked pre ure ri e again i associated with transition. 
It i intere Ling that, in sub onic {low over step model , 
separaLion bubbles often were ob erved on the flaL surface 
well up tream of the step. An example is illustrated in 
figure (b) . In such ca es, oil film accumulaLed aL two 
treamwi e locations; the up tream separation is that of a 
laminar layer and locates the upstream pOl'Lion of the 
bubble; Lhe down tream eparation (not evidenL in shadow-
graph) is LhaL of a tw-bulent layer as iL approache the step. 
TurbulenL reattachment presumably occurs omewhe1'e 
between the two experimen tally determined po ition of 
separation. 
The correlation of the location of transition with thaL of 
an abrupt pres ure 1'i e ha b en observed previou ly in 
many i olated cases. Experimen ts at low sub Ollie speed 
onducted on circular cylinders, phere , and airfoils, a 
reported by Fage (ref. 21 ), howed similar close correlation 
of iran iLion location (deLermine 1 by m'face shear data 
from a tan ton tube) with an inflection point in pre sure 
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-
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distribution which ju t preceded an abrupL pre me 1'ise.4 
Analogous correlation al 0 \Va noticed in transonic Dow by 
Ackeret, Feldmann, and RoLt (ref. 4), in supersonic shock-
induced eparations by Gadd, Holder, and Regan (ref. 15), 
and in sub onic eparation bubbles on airfoil by Gault 
(ref. 8) . 
In spite of the many observation of correlation between 
transition location and abrupt pres ure ri e- as evidenced 
in figures 7 to 9 and in previous experimenls- it i not 
necessary LhaL transition in a separated layer be accom-
panied by a rapid pre ure rise, or that abrupt 1'i e in 
pre sure nece sarily indicate transition. If lransition i far 
upstream of reaLtachment, and only lightly downstream 
of sepa.ration, then Lransition can occur in tbe mLxing layer 
under conditions of nearly constant pre sure. An xample 
of this is shown in figure 10 ea) in wbich transition is com-
• In retrospect, it woutd be exprcted that for such correlation to haye eXisted, transition 
would have occurred within a small " separation bubble" in thrse carly experiments. 'l'his 
expectation was indicated by Bursnall and Loftin (ref. 22). Such bubblcs ha\'e been ob' 
sefl'ed frequently on airfoils but rarely on a spbere or circular cylinder. A direct confirma, 
tion of the existencc. not often appreCiated, of a small separntion bubbte on tho upstream 
hair of a circular cytinder in the su percritical Reynolds number ran!,:c is reported by Gault 
(ref. ) who uscd a liquid fitm to detect cparation . 
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pleLe 1 well upstream of reallacbmenL and the pre sure ri e 
i brought about by a fu lly tmbulent layer as it reattaches. 
If a reattaching layer i laminar and very thin , it al 0 can 
bring about an apparent rapid ri e in pre Ul'e and not be 
indieati ve of Lransition. An example of this i presen ted 
in figure 10 (b) for which tran iLion is downsLream of the 
field of vie\. (A tbeory for lhe pressure rise of a thin, pure 
laminar, reattaching layer is given laLer. ) In view of these 
observalions, the pertinent conclusions drawn from the 
close correlalion often observed between transition and an 
abrupt pre sure ri e is as follow : Once LransiLion is bel ween 
eparalion and reattachment- and is relatively close Lo 
reattachmenL- lhere is an abrupL pre sure 1'i e associated 
with Lransition; hence, any change in a parameter which 
experience has hown to atrect tran iLion (such as Reynold 
number, smface roughne s, turbulence leyel , elc. ) can also 
ehange pressure distribuLion directly through it change in 
the location and magnitude of the teep pressme 1'i e. 
Representative pressure distributions for the three regimes 
and results of high-speed motion picture studies .- As the 
importance of transition 10caLion relaLiye to reattachment 
is now manifest, and the importance of transition location 
relative to eparation ha long be n known , it is clear that 
distinction hould be made for any gIven object hape 
between Lhe Lhl'ee regime of flow eparaLion; "pure laminar" 
where tran ition is downstream of reattachment, "transi-
tional" where tran ition is between reatLaehmenL and 
separation, and "tmbulent" where transition i upstream 
of separation. Within the scope of this study, all three 
regimes were observed for mo t of the model bapes, as the 
following table illu trates: 
Regimes observed in present stud y 
:I[odc l Pure lam inar Transitional Turbulent 
Slep _____ __ ______ ________ . ____ _ 
Compression CorI1 0 L ___ ______ - ______ _ Base_____ _ ________ ________ -_____ _ 
Curved surface __ ______ _____________ _ 
Oblique shock_ _ _____ . _______ _ _ 
Lead ing-edge scparation ____ __ _ ___ _ 
Studies were not conducted with Lhe tmbulent regime for 
leading-edge separaLion, 01' with the Lmbulen t regime for 
blique- hock-induced epal'ation. ),Iuch data are avail-
able for th is latter case in reference 14 and 15. 
hadowO'raph and cone ponding PI' ssmc di lributions 
for the three regimes, at both supersonic and subsonic peed, 
are illusLrated in figures 11 through 17 for variou model 
and various ).[ach number . F igure 11, which hows the 
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tep in uper onie flow, reveals as well as any the ba ic dif-
ference bet\n~en the three regimes. The pm-e laminar 
regime (fig. 11 (a)) has a plateau of nearly eonstant pressure 
repre enting a dead-air region. The separation-point pres-
sure, Pa, and the plateau pre sure, Pv, are of the order of 
15 and 30 percent greater, r e pectivciy, than the pre ure 
po just up tream of the epamtecl region. For ome step 
model, pressure weI' mea urecl at a few point on the 
tep face and were u ually fOlUld-Ior the pure laminar 
regime-to be the same as Lhe clead-air pressm e ( ee fig. 7 (b) 
for example) . In a few case , a very small pre ure rise ,,"a 
observed in the corner and on the step face. It i thought 
that there always is a mall region near the tep shoulder 
\,here pres ures on the face locally are higher than the dead-
air pre sure , ince a portion of the eparaLedlayer pre umably 
mu t be brought to rest on the step face. If the paratecl 
layer at separation is thick, then the expected magnitud of 
pre SUre increase would be mall, and if it i very tbin, then 
lhe area over which Lhe pressure increa e would occur would 
be confined Lo a small area ncar the houlder. This may 
explain why a significant pre sure variation over the step 
[ace is noL often mea mcd. High-speed motion pictures 
(taken at 1\10= 2.3 with 2000 to 6000 frames per ec.) indi-
cated the pure laminar eparallon oyer a Lep lo be sl acl~" . 
A-23232-IOa .... :;~ A-23232-IOb 
. \. 
, , 
Pure laminar 
110sL of Llle e characterisLics for pun' laminar separalion 
over a step diIter from Lho e for transiLional separation illus-
trated in figure 11 (b) . In the Lran itiona! regime lhe bound-
ary layer i sl ill laminar at eparation a the pres ure rise 
to eparation remains about the ame as fot' pure laminar 
separation, but the role of transition i to In'illO" ahouL much 
greater pressure rises before reatiachmc Il t occm at Lhe 
step . Pres me variation on the step face J no\\'" ea ily mea -
urablc, amounLs Lo the order of 0.1 Po (see fig. 7 (a) for 
example) . As Lange (ref. 23) ha noticed previously, lhi 
variation implies that izable ubsonic yclocitie exist within 
the rever e flow region just up tream of the tep. H igh-
peed motion pictm es indicaled the flow to be un leady in 
the region beLween tran ilion and reatlachment on the step. 
uch unsLeadine might be expected since Lran iLion itself 
i fundamentally a non tationary phenomenon. In piLe of 
tlli lUlsteadines, the white line indicative of laminar Dow 
appeared reasonably sLeady over mo t of iLs length wh enever 
transition wa relatively far from separation and relatively 
close to reattachment. At higher Reynolds number, though, 
where Lransition wa close to eparation. th angle of epara-
Lion appeared unsteady in the motion pictures as did the 
flow down tream of transiLion. 
The e quali lalive flow condition agam alter on passlllg 
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Lo Lhe lurbulent regime illu lrated in £lgme 11 (c). The 
preSSUl'e ri e lo separation now is much larger (abouL £lye 
times larger). as should be expected. ..:\ plalea'Ll in pre lire 
(clulra terislic of dead air) docs noL occur ince the eddying 
motion of the tUl'bLllent layer energize the air. Pres mes 
on the Lep face were found Lo vary in much th same man-
ner a for the tran itional regime. The flow field observed 
in high- peed moLion pictures w'as noL perfectly steady like 
Lbe laminar separation was, bu L, compared to the transi-
tional s parat.ion, the L1.lTbulenL separation wa relatively 
tea ly. hock waV'e occa ionally appeared to move 
sliO'h tly but no appreciable movement of thc separatec11aycr 
could be deLected. Thi deO'ree of teadiness of LurbulenL 
cparaLion up tream of a sLep appear much the same as 
that observed by BoO'donoff and Kepler (ref. 14). 
Th dala in figure 12 through 17 for tep, compression 
cornel' , ba es, and curved surfaces show several similari ties 
wi thin a ginn regime to the characteri tics ju t de cribed 
for a Lep at .1\10=2.3. It i empha ized thaL certain quali-
taLive similariLie exi L irrespecLive of model shap 01' :;'Iach 
number, or wheLher the :flow i subsonic or upersonic (of., 
e. g., fig . 11 and 13). Purc laminar separations ((a) POl'-
lions of fig . 11 through 17) usually involve mall pres ure 
changes and relatively gradual pressure gradients. They 
are teady when ob erved in moLion picture at several 
thou and frames per econcl.5 The tran i tional scparation 
for the diJIerenL configuTaLion ((b) portions of figs. 11 to 17) 
involve evere pre tu'e O'radient ncar transition and u ually 
were obseryed to be un teady. The only tran itional-type 
eJ aration of those inve tigated which appeared teady wa 
that over the ba e(e. 0' . , fig. 16 (b)) . The various tUl'bulent 
parations (figs. 11 (c) to 17 (G)) are associated wiLh abrupt 
pressure variaLion neal' both separation an 1 reattachmenL. 
They were ob erved to be relatively steady flows except for 
the compression corners, whiGh were rather un Leady in 
several cases at ~lach numbers near sho Ie detachmenL. 
A general featme worth nOling concerns the proximity of 
shock wave to the boundary layer in the val'ious types of 
separated flow. For pure laminar separation the hock 
wave as ociatecl with eparation, as well a the .hock waye 
associated with reattachment on a flat mface, doe not 
enter or originate within the boundary layer (see figs. 14 (a), 
16 (a), anc1 1 (a)). Th coalescence of compression wave-
leLs into a hock wave occurs at a considerable eli tance 
from the boundary layer. In these cases, there obviously 
is no direct interaction of shock wave and boundary layer; 
there is, however, strong interaction of the supersonic 
external flow and the boundary layer. 'When pure laminar 
separation is induced by Lhe reflection of an incident hock 
wave from a laminar b01.U1dary layer. the incident wave 
nece arily enters and locally interacts with the viscous layer 
near the tation of impingement, but the shock wave formed 
near eparation and reattachment do not originate 'within 
Lhe vi cous layer (see fig. 1 (a)). It is only after transition 
move up tream of a reattachment po ition, thereby bring-
ing about a teep pre ure rise, that a shock wave originates 
I Obviously, not all pure laminar separations are steady in subsonic flow. It is well known 
tbat tbe separated flow bebind a cylinder develops into an unsteady "ortex trail even at 
Reynolds numbers near 100 wh~re the separat~d flow is entirely laminar 
partially wiLhin Lhe bOlmdary-layel' flow neal' reattachment 
on a Ul'face (see figs. 11 (b) LhrouO'h 1 (b)) . imilarly, 
only after transition move upstream of eparation docs a 
hock wave originaLe partially within Lhe boundary-layer 
Gow near separation. 
In the process of varying tunnel pre me, the conyer ion 
from transitional-Lype to LUl'bulent-type separation often 
was ob erved to be irregular and tul teady. During such 
conyer ion, hadowgraphs were blurred ince relatively long 
expo ure time were u ed. The pre ure distribution wa 
not mooth since the variou orifice-Lube connection were 
not idenLical, and thus re ponded differently to Lhe fluctuat-
ing pre ure. An example illu trating these characleri tics 
is hown in figure 19 (a) in comparison Lo an exampl of 
steady turbulent :flow (fig. 19 (b)). Also, during uch con-
vel' ion between tran itional and turbulent regimes, oil film 
did not accumulate along a threadlike line a it oLherwise 
did. In Lead, oil wandered ilTegularly over the plate in a 
jagged, random fa hion. It is intere Ling, perhaps, to note 
that similar unsteady con vel' ions have long been observed. 
In Lhe funrlamental paper on pheres by PrandLl (ref. 1) 
wherein smoke wa u ed to determi.ne the line of separalion, 
the ame type of un teady £low with jagged separation line 
was observed lUl'ing the conver ion from the tran itional 
regime to the tm'bulent regime. It is po sible lhat certain 
of the unsteady flow phenomena ometimes found on various 
practical device are intimately related to the unsteadine 
found on these mo leIs of imple hape when conditions 
were such that the flow wa on the verge of con 'leI' ion 
betw en tran itional-type and tti'.r·bulent-type separation. 
Representative Reynolds number effects for the three 
regimes.-As previou ly remarked, a variation in Reynold 
number was found to have only a minor effect on pure 
laminar separations. This i illustrated in figure 20 (a). 
The ordinate i the pres me ri e Ip' -pi acros the reatLaeh-
m nt region divided by the pressure p' just down tream of 
reattachment. The quantity pi measured at an arbitrary 
fixed point in the separated region. ome of the pure 
laminar separation ar seen to be affected Lo a negliaible 
extent by variation in Reynolds number. This i consi tent 
with a theory to be developed shortly which indicate that 
the lack of dependence on Reynold number i a charac-
teri tic of pure laminar eparation for wbich the boundary-
layer Lhickne s at separation is Z 1'0 or negligible. Other 
curve in figme 20 (a) show a small Reynolds number effect 
which amounL at the mo t to about a }{-powel' variation. 
In Lhese cases the boundary-layer thickne at separation is 
not negligible. Generally peaking, though, the pure laminar 
separations inve tigated are afl'ected only Lo a mall exten t 
by variation in Reynolds number. 
A might be anticipated, Lransitional-type separation 
behave differently than the pure laminar eparations when 
ubjected to variation in the Reynolds number. The effect 
of Reynolds number on various transitional-type separations 
is hown in figme 20 (b). ome of the e flow are affected 
markedly by variation in Reynolds number. When uch 
large variation were found, it was ob erved that tran ition 
wa relatively near reattachment. For example, the lower 
Reynolds number portion of the filled- ircle data points 
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bows large effect.s and corre pond Lo t.ransition relatively 
neal' reattachment, wherea t.he higher R eynolds number 
portion corresponds to tran ition relatively ncar eparat.ion 
and ho \ much less effect.. In mo L cases, a movement of 
transition up tream of reattachmen t (brought about by an 
increase in Reynold number) increa c the pre urc rise 
through tbe reattachment region. 
Turning now to t.urbulent. flow for which transition i 
upstream of eparation, the characterist.ic influcnce of Rey-
nold number again hanges rather trikingly. The effect 
of the variation in R eynolds number on various turbulent 
separations is hown in figure 20 (c). For this t.ype of 
separation , t.]lC effects of R eynolds numbcr arc cither mall 
or ncgligiblc. 
Th e Lypical effect of Reynold number variation for thc 
three separation regimes al 0 can b clearly een from 
complete pre sure distributions. ome exampl pres m e 
distribuLions for pure laminar eparaiion over a eompres ion 
corner at variou R eynolds number are hown in figurc 21 
(a). The pl" sure di tribution are only lightly affected 
by variation in R eynold number, a would be an Licipated 
from the trend illu trated in figure 20 (a). ome example 
pre sure di tl'ibutions fo r transitional separations over a 
curved urface at variou Reynold number arc sho \\rrl in 
figure 21 (b). These daLa show a large effect of variation 
in R eynold number just a do the data in figure 20 (b). 
For example, the pre me drag coefficient of the curved 
urface would change by a facLor of about 4 over the range 
of Re)mold number (0.16 to 0. l X 106) repre ented. Also 
in agreement with the trend of figure 20 (b) for tran iLio11al 
eparation , it i seen from figure 21 (b) Lhat the chanaes in 
final pre ure ri e wiLh Re)71101ds number arc larger when 
tran ilion i relatively 11 al' reatLachment (Reynold number 
from 0.16 to 0.36 X 106) than when tran ition i relatively 
near separation (R eynold numbers from 0.36 Lo 0.81 X 106) . 
ome example pres ure di tribution in turbulent cparation 
at variou R ynolds number arc hown in figure 21 (c). 
As previou ly noted in figw-e 20 (c), tbe observcd dependence 
on Reynold number i small . 
The eharact.eristic i.nfluence of Reynolds numb r varia-
tion a jJlusLrated for these diffcrent models also can b 
illu traLed by a single model. A special model consi ting of 
three base in serie was inve tigat d on which all three 
separation regimes were found to OCCLlr simul taneously at 
21 psia tunnel pre sW"e, a may be deduced from tudy of 
figure 22. Although Lhe re ults obtained with tlli pecial 
model arc instructive, they do not r veal any new feature 
over and above tho e already illLl trated in figures 11 
through 17. 
Representative Mach number effects for the three re -
gimes.- Pressme-distribution curve for pure laminar 
separation ov er a step in the :Mach number ranae between 
1.3 and 3.1 arc presented in :figw-e 23 (a). These cw-ves arc 
for R L =0.13XI06• The various cun-e qualitatively arc 
imilar, and exhibit only a small effect of ~1ach number on 
Lhe streamwise length of dead-air region. 
Pre. ure-distribut.ion cw-ves for tran itional separation 
over a step in the 1\1aeh number range between 1.3 a.nd 3.3 
arc presented in fio'ure 23 (b) for R L "",0.6X 106• These 
curve show that traosition moves downstream as the 1.faeb 
number is increascd. At 10= 1.3 tbe separated laminar 
layer i relatively unstable, re ulting in trao ition ncar epa-
ration and a large pre ure ri e above tbe plateau pre sure; 
at 1\({0=3.3 the eparated laminar layer i much more table, 
resulting in transition ncar reattachmenL and only a mall 
pre ure ri e above the plateau. 
The effect of Mach number on the pres ure distribution 
over a step in turbulent flow at ~i(ach num.bers between 2.0 
and 3.4 is pre ented in figure 23 (c). The e data correspond 
Lo RL =2.6X 106• The streanHvise extent of the interaction 
region i een to be not significantly affected by variaLions 
in Mach number over the range inve Ligated. The peak 
pre sures, though, are strongly dependent on ~1ach number. 
Signifiea.nce to wind-tunnel testing.- From one Yie\ point 
it is fortunate t hat a variety of eparated flows, u h as 
uper onic flow behind a ba e, or ub onic flow in a corner, 
or t he flow induced by a sLrong shock wave impingina on a 
boundary layer, turn out actually to be dominated largely 
by a single variable, namely, the 10caLion of tran ition 
r lative to reattachment and eparaLion position. On tbe 
other hanel, from the viewpoint of wind-tunnel te ting of 
prototype mod 1 . it i unfortunate Lhat a variable like 
transition, which is 0 elu ive to control and difficult Lo 
predict, tmns out t.o be so important. N everLheless, m rely 
an understanding of the dominating influence of tran ition 
on eparated flows can be helpful. For example, il i clear 
Lhat the proper imulation in a wind tunnel of any flow 
involving separation in flighL, uch a large-deflect ion control 
ffectivene ,buffeting, or high angle-oI-attack force charae-
terisLics, would require Lhe relative tran ilion location Lo be 
duplicated between wind tunnel and flight. If Lhe relativc 
Lran ition location is either down Lream of reaLLachment 
(pure laminar eparation) or upstream of eparalion (turbu-
lent eparaLion), then the precise po iLion of tran iLion does 
not critically affect the pI' sure di tribulion provided Lhe 
relative location i duplieaLe 1; but, if tran ition i between 
separation and l'eattacbment (tran iLional-type eparaLion), 
then the preci e position is important. 
Tbe requirement of maLching relative Lran ilion 10caLion 
between wind tunnel and fl ight appear parLicularly impor-
tant at hypersonic peeds. Inasmuch a a eparated laminar 
mixing layer i rclati,rely st.able at hypersonic Iach numbers 
( ee next ecLion), transition can often occur ncar reattaeh-
menL in this speed range. uder su h condiLions, the type 
of separation could be transitional in the wind tunnel yet 
pme laminar in flight, or vice vel' a. Even if a eparaLion is 
tran itional bo h in wind Lunnel and in flight , the type of 
/low field can be ensitive to variation in Reynold !lumber 
when trau iLion i ncar reattachment, a wa illu lraLed by 
figures 20 (b) and 21 (b). In the pa t, interest ha fo eu ed 
more on flow at lower ~Iach number where tran iLion is 
relaLively ncar eparation, under which condition a close 
matching of relative tran ition location for t ransitional 
eparations i not so important. 
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F I GURE 21.- Reynolds number effect on pres ure d istribution for the 
three flow regimes. 
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RE YNOLDS N MBER RA GE F OR P RE LAMI AR 
SEP ARATION 
As the inycstigation pl'ogre cd, it became eyident thaI, 
lhe prevalence of pm laminar-type eparation increased as 
the )'1ach number "a increased. In order to put the e 
qualitative observation on a quantitative basis, data from 
various models were examin d to determine the ma:x.rlmum 
Reynolds number up 1,0 which plU'e laminar separation was 
found at each ).1ach number. Such determination from 
hadowgraphs agreed ,,·e11 with corresponding determination 
from a break in the cmve of dead-ail: pressme plotted again t 
voL/vo. The value so obtained for (uoL / vo)mar were differ-
ent for various models, but for each model they con i tently 
howed trong dependence on ).Iach number as illu traled 
in figme 24 (a) for variou step and base model . Al 0 in-
cluded in lhis figme are two data point (at J10=4 and 
J10=4 .5) determined from an exa.minaLion of variou un-
published park photographs obLained by Reller and Ha-
maker dming their invesLigaLion (ref. 20) of ba e pressure 
on bodies of revolution, and one dala point determined from 
Kavan au' experiments on base pressme (ref. 24). The 
close agreement of data from bodies of revoluLion with that 
from Lwo-dimensional models is regarded as ac iden tal. 
Al 0 shown in figme 24 (a) for pmpo e of compari on are 
lwo emve repre enling the Reynolds number for Lhe be-
ginning and Lhe end of tran iLion on an attached boundary 
layer over a flat plate. The e two curve corre pond to a 
Reynolds number per inch of O.3 XI06, as obtained from a 
cross plot of the data of figure 6. 
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(c) Turbulent separation; RL"'2.6XI06. 
FIGURE 23.-COllcluded. 
1.00 
~ince model of different geometry have differen I, lengths 
of separat d layer relative to the model length, it would 
scorn more ignificant to consider a Reynolds number based 
on some typical length of eparaLed layer, rather than OJ) 
model length . A pertinent length ea y Lo determine from 
pres me distribution is the length LlX as shown. The max-
imum Reynolds number for the pme laminar regime 
(UoLlX/Vo)max i plotted as a function of 11ach number ill 
figure 24 (b).6 It is evident from figme 24 (b) that the sto-
biliLy of a laminar mLxing layer increa 0 markedly with all 
increase in ).1ach number. In subsonic flow the separaLed 
laminar layer is table only 1,0 about a Reynold number 
uoLlXjvo of 60,000, wherea at ).Jach number near 4 it is 
Lable lo a Reynolds number of about a million. 
I I~ a preliminary rcp.ort or thi~ research (ref. 12) a.slightly different length, X,-iX., betwern 
the 1 eattach ment loca:tlOn, xr, an~ separatIOn locatIOn, XI, was used in place of Az. The 
length t::.r can be precIsely determmed; Lhe length x,-x. was only approximate. 
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For purpose of comparison in figure 24 (b), the Lwo curve 
are shown which represent the R eynolds number for be-
ginning and end of tran ition on a flat plate. The e tran-
sition data are directly comparable to the eparated-fiow 
data from the pre ent experiment, ina much a they were 
obtained in the same wind tunnel, with essentially the arne 
model leading-edge thickness, at approximately the arne 
tunnel pressures, and under identical conditions of essen-
tially constant pressure and zero heat tran fer. The data are 
not comparable, however, to flight conditions. Flight con-
dition involve different rate of heat transfer, and different 
level of external disturbance. Oon equently, the quanti-
tative vll,lue for R eynolds number in figure 24 (b) are not 
of central importance. In tead the important item i that, 
compared to an attached laminar boundary layer, the ta-
bility of a eparatcd laminar mixing layer increa cs markedly 
with an increase in Mach number. 
It is note 1 that the data of figure 24 correspond to model 
having relatively exten ive regions of separated flow; that 
i , they represent epal'atcd flow wherein the length of ep-
fl,I'atedlayer llx i roughly 0.5 to 0.7 of the model length L . 
If a separated flow extend over only a mall portion of the 
model length, then the data in figure 24 might not be cIo ely 
applicable. An example illustrating this i pre cnted in 
figure 25. H ere the tep height is 0.009L and llx i the order 
.: 
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FIGURE 24.-Concluded. 
of O.3L. Over the 1Iach number range investigated, the e 
pure laminar separation extend to higher Reynold num-
bers than for the main body of data representing relatively 
extensive eparated region. 
Although the conventional neutral stability theory-
which considers only infinite imal two-dimen ional di turb-
ances-i not a theory for tran ition, it has indicated certain 
trends which tran ition also follow in ome ca e. For 
example, urface cooling stabilize a laminar boundary layer 
according to both neutral stability calculation and tran i-
tion experiment. Neutral tability calculations for the 
laminar mixing layer in compre ible flow have been made 
by Lin (ref. 25) who find complete stability at Mach num-
bers above 2.5 for conditions of zero heat transfer. It can 
be said Lhen that neutral tability theory for certain re-
stricted type of di turbance indicate a strong stabilizing 
effect of Mach number on laminar mixing layers in accord-
ance with the present experiment 
The experimental result that the tability of a eparated 
laminar mixing layer increases markedly with an increase in 
Mach number provide an explanation of an experimental 
characteri tic commonly encountered in conducting wind-
tunnel tests. In attempting to trip the laminar boundary 
layer for certain wind-tunnel te t , it ha been found that 
the diameter of wire required increase markedly at the 
higher 1Iach numbers. Thi can be attributed directly to 
the increa e in tabitity of separated laminar mixing layers. 
r 
t 
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FIG URE 25.-Maximum Reynolds number for pure laminar separation 
on step of small height; h/L=O.009. 
If a given wire doe not effectively trip the boundary layer, 
then the baselike separated flow dO\VJlstream of the wire, as 
well as the steplike separated r egion upstream of the wire, 
are of the pure laminar type. A soon as transition moves 
upstream of reattachment in the baselike separation down-
tream of the wire, then the wire trip has effectively pro-
moted transition . Thus, the maximum Reynolds number 
for pure laminar-type separation downstream of the wire 
corresponds precisely to the minimum Reynolds number re-
quired to :fix transition. Winter, cott-Wilson, and Davie 
(ref . 19) have determined quantitatively from experiments 
with different wire diameters the critical Reynolds number 
(based on \"ire diameter) which will fix transition for variou 
Mach numbers. If their data are converted to a Reynolds 
number based on L\x, the length of separated laminar layer 
upstream and dovmstream of the wire (L\x is roughly 20d 
for conditions of their experiment ), then a direct comparison 
can be made with the data shown in figme 24. Their data 
have the same trend a the data in figme 24, but fall about 
a factor of 4 below. This situation is consistent with ob-
servations from the present experiments, inasmuch as the 
data in figure 24 represent only certain configmations and 
the data for other configmation are different (as in fig. 25). 
A wire trip represents one configmation which is not con-
ducive to the promotion of exten ive laminar separation. 
The trend of increasing stability of separated laminar 
layers with increasing Mach number may be practically 
ignificant inasmuch as separated laminar flows have certain 
uncommon characteristics which might be advantageous. 
After the trend evident in figme 24 was observed, it ap-
peared desirable to investigate theoretically the heaL-transfer 
and skin-friction characteristics of certain simple pme 
laminar separations. uch analysis is pre ented in a separate 
report (ref. 26) which indicates that the heat transfer and 
skin friction are less than those of a comparable attached 
laminar boundary layer. 
MECHANISM DETERMINING PRESSURE IN SEPARATED 
REGIO S AND THEORETICAL EXPLANATION FOR IM-
PORTANCE OF TRANSITION LOCATION RELATIVE TO 
REATTACHMENT 
Prior to further discussion of experimental results, a 
digres ion is made h81'e in order to develop a theory of the 
mechanism which determines the dead-air pressme in a 
separated region. This theory is used subsequently to 
provide an explanation of the principal experimental result 
of the prece.ding section; namely, that tran ition location 
relative to a reattachment position is of crucial importance 
to separated flows. 
THEORETJCAL ANALYSIS OF LEADING-EDGE SEPARATIO 
In order to establish a separated flow amenable to a 
simple theoretical calculation which requires no empirical 
knowledge, and which would thereby be helpful in analyzing 
the mechanism governing pressure in separated regions, a 
special type of model was investigated which produced 
leading-edge separation. This type of separation actually 
represents a limiting case both of separations behind a base 
and of separations in a compression corner, the limit being 
taken in each case a the distance x., from leading edge to 
,/ -// / 
- s~;;:;:;;-
(i) Leading -edge separation 
'__ (i i) Bose - pressure separotion 
- /:>-- / j~ 
(Iii) Compression -corner separotlon 
separation, approaches zero. Leading-edge separation is 
relatively easy to analyze because the complicated comse of 
boundary-layer development in the region of pressure varia-
tion between the boundary-layer origin and its position of 
separation need not be considered. Also, calculations of the 
laminar mixing layer already are available (ref. 27) for 
flows of this type wherein the boundary-layer thickness at 
separation, Os, is zero, and the pressure is essentially constant. 
These theoretical calculations would apply directly, provided 
that transition i excluded from consideration. 
Before developing the basic idea for calculating dead-air 
pressure, it is advantageous to outline the results of the 
laminar-mixing-layer theory which forms the basis for such 
calculations. Typical streamlines in the vi cous mixing 
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region and a l'epresentatin velocity pl'ofLle arc depicted 
brlow. A uniform stream of yelocity u., ':-Iach number 
JJ., and pre sure p. mixe ,,-ith a deael-air region (of pre sure 
P<l= Pe) having dimensions large compared to the thickness 
a or t I1r mlXlng laycr. The mixing-Ia~-er thickness grows 
I 
"~-- ---~---
--.--
I?t=~ Dead air 
parabolically with distance from the ongm of l111Xlllg just 
a a laminar boundary la)-er grow , but the rate of growLh 
is roughly three Lime thaL of a COlTe poneling boundary 
layer. The velocity profile aL different strearnwise statio)) 
arc imilar ; hence, the wlocity ra tio u/u. along the diyiding 
lreamline doe. not change ,,-ith Reynold number or ,,-iLh 
distance from separalion. One consequence of thi fart 
soon will appear. Moreon]", this velocity ratio change 
only lightly wilh yariation in lIach number and in tem-
peraLure-yiscosity relation hip. Computed value, ref rence 
27, of Ufu. are obtaillC'd by olYing the familial' ))onlinrar 
din'erential equation of ma ill with unfamiliar boundary 
condition. . 'ome yalur ' are talmlated as fo11o\\'s: 
Computed vnlue~ of ii.=U!II , (ref. 2i) 
Mach number, forl'.~T. rOfJJ.=T/l.i6 
AI, 
0 O. :;"i O. i 
I .; ' 7 
2 .587 .591 
3 i . fi9:! 
5 .587 .597 
1n subsequellt calculalion., the ratio u/ue=u* appears oILen. 
From lhe table, iL is clear lhat the ingle value u*=O.5 7, 
COlTe ponding to the linear temperaLme-visco ity relation-
ship, i a rea ouable approximation for all condition. 1 L 
i not.ed that Lho t.abulal d value of u* in,olye no empirical 
con t.ants and are exart within the fl"ame\\-ork of the 
boundary-layer equations. 
]n lhe ca.lculation of dead-air pres me, lhe e enlial 
mrcliani m is con idered to be a balance betweell ma . 
flow ravenged from the dead-air region by the mixing la)-er 
and rna flow reyersed back into the deael-air region by tl1r 
pre ure 1'i e throuoll the reattachment zone. For tead)' 
flow the dividillg treamEne a t separation a calculated from 
mixing-layer theory mu t al 0 be a dividing treamline aL 
1"ra LLachment.. If t.his were not the ca e air would be ei t hr1' 
continually removed from 01' continually injected inLo the 
dead-air region, and t.he cavonged ma flux would noL 
ba1anc the revel' ed ma, flux . The pertinent con lilions 
are illu iratecl of the reattachmenL wne and of t he corre-
sponding pre ure distribution, 
R 
Pressure 
r R<91"hm<o' 
I ,~, 
P' 
Distance 
In order for a pluLiclo along a treamline within the mixing 
layer Lo be able Lo over orne the pres me rise Lhrough the 
reattachment zone an 1 to pa s downstream, iLs LoLal pre SUl"r 
PI musL be greater Lhan Lhe Lerm.inal taLic pre me p' aL 
Lhe rnd of the rcattachment zone. As ketchcd aboye, par-
ticle (a) pa so down trcam in thi manner. Pm"Licle (b), 
howe,er, has a low velociLy with corresponding low toLal 
pl'essme and is rover ed before Lhe pres me ri e from Pd to p'. 
The dead-air pres Ul" i determined by requiring 7 that the 
Lotal pressure along the di\'iding tl'eamline as it approaches 
the r eattachment 7.onr 
( 
"1-1 - .)1' /(1'- 1) ])1=17. 1 +~ Jp. 
( 
1 ) 1'/(1'-1) 
=Pl/ 1+ "I 2 ltP (1) 
be equal to the terminal taLic pre me p', Thu Lhe £[0\\' 
i divided inLo two regions: a ,iscou layer wher in the pres-
ure i a sumed to be con tant, and a reatLachment zone 
wherein the compre ion is a llllCd to be uch that not murh 
Lotal pres ure is 10sL along the diyiding strramlinr. This 
yield 
p' (2) 
PU=( "1- 1 - )1' l' I ) 1+ T J12 
To cast Lhis equaLion inlo a convenient form , it i ' necessary 
Lo relate N1 Lo the Lerminal Mach number ltl', or Lo the Mach 
number ltfe along the ou LeI' edge of the mixing layer. From 
the mixing-layer calculations in which the Prandtl number i 
assumed to be unity,S the 1Iach number M along Lhe dividing 
streamline i related Lo the COlTe ponding nlociLy 11 by Lhe 
Busemann i oenergeLic integral of the energy equation if the 
I As is discussed laler, essentially the same idea also has bccn employed effectively to cal-
culate base pressure for lurbulem boundary layers in a recenl paper by Korst, Page, and 
Childs (ref. 16). 
8 As long as temperature profiles or heat-transfer characteristics are not con i<lered. the 
.\ssumption Pr=1 provides a satisfactory approximation for air. For example, at ,\I'=2lhc 
calculated value of pd!p' for Pr=0.72 (the approximate value for air) is only 0.025 bclow that 
for Pr= l. Conscquently, the analySis for Pr=O.72 is not prcsl'l1te(\ here I\S it is much more 
complex, and docs not yield a final equation in closed form. 
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dead-air temperature Td is equal to the outer tream toLal 
temperature. 
( 'Y-1 ) Tit == Te 1 + - 2- lYl.2 (3) 
and by the Crocco integral if Ta differs from T tf • (Sec ref. 
27. ) At present, the dead-air temperature icon idered 
equal to the recovery temperature (TIe for Pr=l), so that 
Busemann' integral for a perfect gas yields 
1+'Y-111d.2 (1- U2 ) 2 e 'Ue 2 
(4) 
Combining the above two equation give an equation for 
dead-air pressure 
(5) 
where u*= 0.587. Since u* i independent of Reynolds 
number, Pd also is independent of Reynolds number. Body 
shape affects pa only through its effect on p/, the reference 
pressure. 
A more conyenient equation for Pa/P/ can be obtained by 
expressing Me in terms of the Mach number M' which exjsts 
just downstream of the reattachment zone. Becau e the 
outer edge of the laminar vi cou layer curve smoothly, the 
trailing shock wave doc not form within or near this viscou 
layer, and the flow along this outer edge is isentropic. 
I-Ience the yalnes of 111/ and p/ for two-dimensional flow are, 
in the terminology of reference 28, the same as the "equivalent 
free-sLream condition )) approaching separation. For isen-
Lropic flow along the outer edge of the viscous layer 
B:v combining this with equation (5), there result 
M'2=(1-u*2) M / 
(6) 
(7) 
which yields the simple physical interpreLation that the 
::'1ach number ratio acro the laminar reattachment zone 
jl,1' /lYl. is a con tant equal to (1-U*2)I/2 =0.81. Equations 
(5) and (7) provide an explicit equation for dead-air pressure. 
(8) 
Thi equation was presented in reference 12 without deri-
Yfltioll. 
The foreo-oing theory also would apply to lo\y-speed flow. 
By taking the limit of equation (8) as J1'~O, there resull 
{[ 
'Y-1 j Y/(Y_ l) } 1+-.111'2 
Pd-P/ _ Ed- P/ _ lim ~ . 2 -1 
q/ - I' / /0 - M'-,>O 'Y1I1'2 1'-1 1;[/2 
-2P 111- 1+~ (1- 2) 
_ . ~ 1.l* 
or, sillce u* = 0.5 7, 
(10) 
Equation (10) for incompressible flow, just like equation (8) 
for compressible flow, would apply irrespective of the Rey-
nolds number or the shape of the dead-air region. 
The chief approximations and restricting as umptioll made 
in the foregoing analysis should be noted. One e sential 
approximation is that the compre ion i i en tropic along the 
dividing streamline through the reattachment zone. Actu-
ally there would be some change in total pre sure. Another 
approximation is that the dividing streamline terminates at 
a point where the pressure i p/ rather than at the reattach-
ment point where the pressure is PT' Considering these t lYO 
facts, the fund amen tal equation corresponding to equation 
(2) would be 
pa p, 
( 
'Y-1- ) Y /(Y-I ) 
11 1+- 2- }.1! 
where 11=PT/Pt is a factor (not necessarily les Lhan unity) 
representing the "efficiency" of compression relati,' e to that 
of an isentropic proces. It is evident lhat the u e of p/ in 
equation (2) - rather than the use of PTh- entail the disre-
gard of two factors: the prc sure ri e downstream of reat-
tachment and the viscou effects on the compression along 
the dividing streamline. A ide from these approximations 
it i to be remembered that the substitution u* =0.587 in 
equation (8) i restricted to steady, two-dimensional, pure 
laminar, eparated flows having zero boundary-layer thick-
nes at the separation point. If the boundary-layer thick-
ness at separation were sizable, equa tion ( ) would still 
apply, but the velocity profiles at different tations along the 
mi."ing layer would not be imilar and u* would not be 0.5 7. 
The value of u* would have to be calculated by solving the 
partial differential equation of viscous flow' for each ca e. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR FLOWS WITH NEGLIGIBLE 
BOU DARY-LAYER THICKNESS AT SEPARATION 
There are two features of the theory which can be te ted 
quantiLatively by present experiments: Lhe absence of a de-
pendence on Reynolds number, and the calculated depend-
ence on Mach number. Three typical shaclowgraphs from 
the experimen ts on leading-edge separation arc shown in 
figme 26. Unles specified otherwise, the mea urements cor- . 
respond Lo an attached bow wave as in figures 26 (a) and 
26 (c) rather than to a detached waye as in figure 26 (b). 
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In principlc, equation ( ) should apply cqually well to both 
types of bow wave, a 10nO" a 1\{' and p' are known. In 
figure 27 the measured varia lion of Pd/P' with Rcynold num-
bers at lJl' = 1. , where Lhe bo,,- ,,-aYe is detached, i com-
pared wiLh the yalu e calculated from equation () . There 
u' L (a) CC35°- 2; iV", = 2.3 ; a = 15°; 11[,,,,,1.5; R=-, = IO.9 X l()3. 
1/ 
FIGURE 26.- Pur lam inar separations Iyi th negligible bo IIldary-layer 
th ickne· at cparation. 
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FIGURE 27.- Ab ence of significant R eynold numb r fTect on dcad-air 
pressure for wedge model with leading-cdge laminar separation. 
is een to be no marked variaLion with Reynold number. A 
irnilar absence of uch variation also ,m ob erved at other 
~"lach numbers inve tigated (1.3 to 2.0). It i apparent al 0 
from figure 27 that the calculated and e;\:perimen ta l value 
agree rather well. Agreement of this nature extends to the 
other Mach number inve tigated, a is hown in figure 2 
where the various data point plotted at each Mach number 
represen t mca uremen ts at differen t Reynolds numbers. The 
everal daLa points corre ponding to a detached bow wave 
fall somewhat below the general trend, but not far below. 
Oonsidering the imple naLure of the theory and the fact that 
the calculation involve no empirical information or adjust-
able constant, the observed corre pondence of theOlY and 
experiment i quit ati factory. Thi establi he con ider-
able confidence in the mechanism postulated for he cal-
culation . 
Al though the p re ent experiments didnoL include ca es of 
pure laminar leading-edge eparation at Im\- speed, ome re-
cent experiment of Roshko (ref. 29) approximate uch con-
dition and provide further test of the theory. In order 
largely to avoid the u ual un teadine of ubsonic ,,-akes, 
Ro hko employed the splitter-plate technique. Hi data for 
cylinder and a flat plate normal to the flow are hown in 
fiO"ure 29. The e data do not show any siO"nifi ant dependence 
either on body hape or R eynolds number. Till lack of de-
pen lence i in accord with the theory. For quanLiLatiye 
comparison ,,-ith the theory, it i a umed that P' =p", 
which i indicated to be clo ely the ca e by several sLream-
wise \mke pres ure distribution pre enLed by Roshko . The 
agreement exhibited in figure 29 i quite good. The clo e 
agreement hould be vie,,-ed with re ervation inasmuch a the 
splitter plate did not always render tbe flow perfectly teady, 
and the mixinO" layer may not be entirely laminar. The 
Reynold number are 10"- enough though (5,000 to 17,000), 
o that exten in laminar flow ,,-ould be expected along the 
mixing layer. 
-
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For incompre ible flow, a comparison of Lhe present theory 
can be made with a numeri al olution to the full ?\ avicr-
tokes equation obtained by Kaw·aguti (ref. 30) for the 
teady flow onr a circular cylinder at Reynold number 40. 
Hi olution yield a value of -0.55 for Lhe pres ure co (fi-
cien t at the rem· of the cylinder. The cOlTespondinO" experi-
mental nlue (ref. 30) is about the arne. Thi is urprisingly 
clo e to the value -0.526 obtained from the present theory. 
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Additional evidence as to the sou ndne of the ba ic calcu-
lation method is provid d by an independent theoretical anal-
ysis of ICor t, Pag , and Ohilds (ref. 31), which became avail-
able during preparation of refel'enc 12. In their analysi , 
the same basic method is used for calculating dead-ail' pre -
ure. ince they were concerned with fully turbulent flow 
rather than with pure laminar flow, Lhei.r res ults complement 
the 1'0 ults of the pro ent ro earch. A direct comparison of 
their equations witll equation (8) cannot be made ince they 
did not present an explicit equation for dead-air pressure, 
but a compari on can be made of the variou a sumptions 
employed in. the two analysis. uch compari on indicated 
only small, relatively unimportant difference in the two cal-
cula.tion methods. For calculating tile velocity ratio u* 
along the dividing treamline they employed a simplified 
equation since the riaorou equation for turbulent flow are 
unsolvable. They obtain values of u* for turbulent flow 
ranging between 0.62 at zero Mach number to apparently 
1.00 at infinite 1tIach number, whereas the corresponding 
value for laminar £low is 0.59, a noted earlier . They 
used the oblique slwck equation acro the reattachment 
region, whereas the is ntropic equation are applied above 
for pure laminar flow. The dead-air pre sure wa calculated 
by equating the total pre ure alona the dividing streamline 
to the static pre ure downstream; tlli i the e ential idea 
common to both analyse. They obtain very clo e agreement 
with ba e pre sure mea urements for turbulent flow over a 
wide range of conditions, and thi trengthens further the 
imple idea common to the two calculations. 
It is noted that the value of Pa/P' in figure 2 for pure 
laminar cparations wi th 8s "'" 0 are no t much greater than 
for tmbulent base pressme measurement (ref. 17) with 
8s "'" O. From the theoretical viewpoin t, this arises becau e 
the corresponding values of u* arc not greatly different. 
Thu , a thin reattaching laminar layer can undergo a pressme 
rise comparable to that of a thin reaLtaching tmbulent 
layer. Hence, with 8. ""'0, the movement of tran ition from 
down tream to up tream of reattachment would not marked-
ly alter such flows. Experiment confirm this. For example, 
at Reynolds numbers beyond tho e hown in figure 27, at 
which the separation on both 0035°-1 and 0035°-2 
were transitional , the values of Pa/P' were only lightly 
smaller. On the other hand, when 8s is relatively large and 
u* for laminar flow is much Ie than 0.587 (corresponding 
to 8.=0), then the movement of transition from downstream 
to upstream of reattachment can markedly alter flo,,' con-
dition . 
In regard to theoretical method for calculating dead-air 
pre ure in a eparated flow, it i noted that there i one 
aspect of the Orocco-Lee theory (ref. 9) ,,'hich appears to 
be at variance with both the pre ent theory and with certain 
experiments. This aspect is discussed in \.ppendix B. 
A EXPLANATION OF THE IMPORTANCE OF TRANSITIO LOCATION 
R ELATIVE TO REATTACHMENT 
The basic mechani rna sumed in the calculations of dead-
air pre ure appear~ well confirmed and thu can be u ed 
now to provide an explanation of one of the main experi-
mental results described earlier , namely, an explanation of 
why a eparated flow changes markedly " 'hen transition 
526397--60----30 
moves upstream of the reattachment position. For eqlU-
librium, the basic requirement is that the rna flow scav-
enged (m.cao) from the dead-air region by the mixing layer 
balance the mass flow reversed (mTe.) by the pre sure ri e 
through the reattachment zone. Thi can be made clear by 
considering the variation of mscao and mreo with dead-air 
pres ure for condition removed from equilibrium. It i 
a sumed temporarily that tran ition is lightly down tream 
of reattachment. For simplicity the external flow is a umed 
to be supersonic and t,,'o-dimen ional. If Pd/P' ncar 
unity Lhe mixing layer i long and m scao i large 
_"SS_ r-;o~_:-_~ __ ._~_.'-_.  ~_..;p _ _~m=-(-v_-_~-_-
I?t higher Ihan equili br ium ; mscov » mrev 
since it depends on the product PeUe a well as the length of 
mixing; but if Pa/P' is n ar zero, the mixing layer i hort, 
PeUt is mall, 
~ 
Pd lower Ihan -equ ilib rium -
mscov « mrev 
and m.ca• i small. Thu the scavenged air increa e a Pd 
increa e, a illustrated. The reversed flow, however, 
follows an opposite trend; 
-- Tro nsition downstream of R 
m 
--- Transition upstream af R 
o 
if Pa/P' is ncar unity, the pre sure rise P' -Pa i small and 
mreo is small, but if Pa/P' is near zero the pressure rise is 
large and mTe• is large; hence, mTe• decrea es a Pa increa e , 
as illu trated in the rna s-flow curves. Intersection of the 
curves determine Pa for equilibrium (provided no rna flow 
is inj ected or removed by external means). If transition 
were now to move sudclenly to a new position slicrhily up-
tream of reattachment, say, to the po ition of the dotted 
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line in Lhe lo ,,~er right pOltion of I he follo\\Ting ketch rcprc-
enling th equilibrium 
condition, then !nsca • would be arl'ected only negligibly since 
the eli tance between tran ition and reattachment is negli-
gible compared to Lhe distance between separation and 
transltlOn. Th e new m .• ca• curv(' (dotted line in the abovc 
mass-fio\\' CUlTe ) would be clo e to the correspond ing m srav 
repre enting transition li O'htl~~ downstream of reattachmcnt 
( olid line in thc aboye mass-flow curve ) . Because of the 
turbulence, ho\\~ ,er, the mrev curve would bc much lower. 
The enerO')" imparted to the low-velocil~~ portion of the 
mixing layer would be much increased hy the Lransport of 
eudies from Lhe outcr tream and Lhi energizing proces 
\\"ould greaLly reducc the amount o[ ail' l'e\~ er cd for a givcn 
pre ure raLio Pd/P', The ne \\- equilibrium dead-ail' prcs ure 
\yould be repre ented hy Lhe intersection of doLLed ma s-flow 
curv s. _l. transiLion moves upstream of l'eaLlachmcnl , 
therefore, Dle ratio Pd/P' would be expccLed lo decrca e 
ub tantially. Thi agree ,\-ith the experimental ob er\a-
Lions de crihed earlicr, iL're peclive of wheLher the eparaLion 
i induced by a ba e, compression corncr, cU1Ted slil-face, 
sLep, 01' an incident hock waye . 
Tran ition actuall~~ hould begin to an ect a sel araled 
fiow a soon a it occurs in the mall l'ecompl'e ion region 
down (ream of the rcaLlachment point, even if neO'ligible 
turbulencc exist up Ll'eam of the reattachment point. In 
this region, whel'e Lhe prcs UI' i beL\\"ecn Pr and p' , Lhe 
introduction of turbulence would pOl'mit a greaLer pressure 
rise p'-Pr Lo occur after the reattachment point, and Lhi 
would change Lhe dead-ail' pre ure. Ob,iou l~~ transiLion 
i not a stcad~-, point phenomenon , but is pread o\-er some 
distance. trictly speaking then, Lhe pure laminar regime 
would end a oon a apprcciable lUl'bulencc occur in the 
downstream portion of a reattachment zone. .\. separated 
flow thaL is laminar only to the reallachmentpoillt could be 
quite difiercnt from Lhe pl1l'e laminar type, which i defined 
as bcing laminar through the rcattachment zone. 
CHARA CTERISTICS I DEPENDENT OF THE MODE OF 
IND CI G SEPARATION (F REE I TERA TIONS) 
During tbe course of e)':pcrimentaLion , iL wa observed 
that cCltain cbal'actcri Lic of eparated Jio,,"S did not depend 
on the object hape 01' on tbe mode of inducing eparation. 
, imilar observaLions previously have been made in the 1'e-
earchcs of Gadd, Holdcr, and Regan (ref. 15) and of Bog-
donoff and Kepler (ref. 14). Any phenomenon neal' epara-
tion which i independcnt of object shape would not depend 
on geometric boundary conditions which de cribe the Dow 
downsLream, but \\~ould depend only on the simulLaneou 
solution of the equation for Dow in the boundary layer 
togeLher ,,~ith the equations for flow external to the boundary 
la~~eJ'. uch flow that al'cfrecil'om direct influences (though 
noL frce from indu'ect influence ) of down Lream geometry, 
and are frc from complicatinO' influences of the mode of 
inducing separation, arbitrarily \\~ill be termed "free intcl'-
action" for b1'C\-ity. In the prcsent ection, some pre lire 
di tribu lion a1' compared fir L for a gi\-en bod)~ in upcr-
sonic and in ubsoni c flo\\". Frce interacLion i ob eryecl ill 
supersonic eparation , Lhougll not in ubsonic cpal'atioll 
011 Llli body. A imple analy i i Lhen made of the R eynold 
number dependence of free inLeractions in supcr ollic flo\\~. 
ubsequent to this analysis, yarious experimental rc ult 
are presented and compared wiLh Lhe analy is wherc po ible. 
RES LTS FOR VA RIO US EPA R ATED FLOW 
Difference between subsonic and supersonic separa-
tions.- A ftmdamental difference between ub onic and 
uper onic epal'aLioll can be eell from pres ure distribu-
tions obtained at ,-a.rious Reynolds number in ub onic 
and ill super ollic flow for a given mod 1 geometry. ~ rea -
Ut'ed eli tl'ibuLion for laminar epal'ation ahead of a 10° 
('ompl'c ion cornel' in lib onic nO\\~ arc ho\\'n in figure 30 (a) 
p 
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R cynolds numbr!' . 
togcther wiLh lhe calculaLed di Lribution that would exi -t 
in an incompl'e ible, inviscicl fluid (dolled linc).9 AL the c 
ubsonic peeds (0.4:::;:M", :::;:0.) Yal'iation in R e ,Iold 
numbcr brings about only mall change in pre ure elis-
• 'These calculations were made with small·disturbance theory by supcrimpo ing the a p, 
propriate thickness pressure distributions for wedee with the appropriat e lift prr. lire el i, · 
tribulion for an inclimd Oat ptate. 
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tributioll and no mea urable change in prcssurc rise to 
separation ((Ps-Po) /qo i cqual to 0.0 ±0 .005 for all R). 
Moreover, Lhe distl'ibu tion is roughly t haL which ,,,ould 
exist in an invi cid flow, a reprcsented by thc dotted line. 
In con trast, tbe pressUl'c eli tributio'Jls shown in figurc 30 (b), 
which al 0 ,,-ere obtained on a 10 0 compre ion corncr, in 
the same willd tunnel, and over the amc Reynolds number 
range, exhibit relatively large changcs in prcssure di tribu-
tion as well as easily measurablc changcs in the po ition of 
an 1 the pres ure rise to separation. Further contrast is 
exhibited by the disparity betwcen the measUl'cd distribu-
tions at upersonic speed and the calculated distribution 
for inviscid flow (a constant pressure with eli continuous 
jump as indicated by the dotted line) . These data illu trate 
how the pressure di tribution in ub onie flow neal' and up-
tream of separation is determined prinlarily by the illviscid 
110w pre sure distribution about the object Shap , and only 
secondarily by the Reynolds Humber dependent inter action 
between boundary laycr and extcmal Dow; whE-reas, in super-
sonic 11ow, the prcssure distribution ncar separation is de-
termined primarily by a Re?nold numbcr dependont in tcr-
action (free inLeraelion) and only secondarily by the inviscid 
£low prcssure distribution. 
Only in super onic flow ,,"ere free inLeraction commonly 
obscryed in the present experimcnt. The fact that they 
were not obscrvcd at subsonic spec t does ]lot nece m·il. ' 
mean that free illteraction canllot occllr at such spceds. 
Lighthill (ref. 32) ha made an analysis of the incompre sible 
flow upsLl'eam of a tep , which, in cffect , as umes thaL Lhe 
pressure di tributiolJ is deLel'mined by ill LeracLion of bound-
ary la)' or ancl external £low. In Lhe pre ent e..'..1)el'imcnts, 
relaLively small steps were cmployed and the prcs ure eli -
tribution wa deLermined primarily by the geomeLry of the 
model, and only econdarily by interaction phenomena. 
Consequently, the present experiments and Lighthill 's 
theory for incomprcssible £low up tream of a step arc not 
comparable. It would appeal' po ible, by using a step 
with largcr ratio of slep height to plate length, and a model 
with smaller leading-edge angle , thaL the pres ure di tribu-
tion in sub onic flow migh t be determined primarily h)-
interactioll phenomena and only secondarily by exlel'llal 
con traint imposed th rough model geometry. 
Simplified analysis for free-interaction regions .- If a 
pl'esslll'e di tribu tion is determined 10ca11)' by free in ler-
action of boundary layer and extemal super on ic flow, 
then the applicable equations are the momentum equation 
for teady flow in the viscous layer coupled with tlle follow-
ing equation fol' extcrna l upersonie flow: 
(11) 
This cquation would apply for both laminar and turbulellL 
£low. For Lhe special ca c of free intcr action in l' giOllS 
where the inviseicl preSSl1l'e distribution (first term in cq . 
(ll)) is constant 01' is small compared to Lhe inLeraction 
term, certain informaLion about the effects of Reynolds 
number can be extracted from orclcr-of-magnitu Ie al'gu-
ments alone. 'ince Llle raLe of boundary-layer growttl IS 
small, equation (11 ) for a fre e intera tion is written a 
P-Po 
qo 
2 d8* 
.,/l'tfo2-1 dx (12) 
The subscript 0 d ignates condilions at lLte beginning of 
interaction, that is, at the down trcam-mo t point upstream 
of which the pre me i sensibI)' the same as Lhe inviscid 
£low. If It is a lenoth haracLerislic of the [rcamwise ex-
tent of free interaction , thcn order-of-magnitude 011 idcra-
I ions applied to cqualion (12) yield 
( L3) 
Tlll'niug )lOW to the equal ion for yiscous flow, th c 1I L1at 
boullda.r)--layer momentum equation 
(14) 
would apply proyided the lransvcrse pressure gradien t 
within the layer arc small compared to Lhe streamwi e 
gradient . This would be the ca e for laminar flow but is 
q llcstionable for Lm'bulent flow, sinc'c the detailed Ul'VC)-S 
of Bogclonofi' and Kepler (ref. ] 4) aL J10= 2.9 reveal thc 
average tmllsversc gradienL neal' sepamtion Lo be larger , ill 
ract, tuan the tl'camwise gradient. Since lal'g curvature 
of streamline is required for large lransvel' e pre ure gra-
dients, and since the treamline mllst approach sLraight lincs 
in the immediate yicinity of a lmight walJ , iL follow lhaL 
only in Lhe ouLer part of a boundar)' layer is the streamline 
clu'vaLUl'e large ncar separation and Lhe LmbulcnL bOlllldary-
laycr equation locally q uestionabk For l hi reason , the 
boundary-la~'er equation is appl iecl aL thc wall whero it 
becomes 
dp (Ch) 
11.(= oy w (15) 
This applicaLioLl plaees emphasis on tlLC 10w-vclociLy part of 
the boundal')- laycr , which appears desirable in analyzing the 
flow approaching separa tion. B)- applying order-of-magni-
tude considerations lo equation (15) thcrc results [01' constant 
;'Iach llumher J10 , 
P - Po T,o T wo 
- l -i - "" T "" 0* (16) 
In Lhis las t step, the wall shcar T /OO nl the beginning of inter-
aclion has been taken a a meaSLU'e of Lhe variable ,,-all 
shear T /O . \,hat thi and the preyiou Leps amount to i Lhe 
consideraLioll of a family of similar flow haying a fixed :- facll 
numbcl', but differing ill Lhe Reynolds Humbcr. 
:-lach mllnber dcpenclent factors 11a\' e been omittecl from 
equalion (16) ince they arise from density variaLion across 
the boundar)- laycr and would be smoothly varying function 
of J10. In contrast, Lhe factor (..jAI0 2-1)-1 arising from 
density variations along tllC edge of the boundary layer was 
reLainecl in equation (13) since j t is a inglllal' function at 
.110= 1, and would be the dominant factol' if J f o is only 
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shghtly greater t.han 1. By multiplying equation (16) and 
(13) there result 
P-Po ( Two )~~ ·lG;. 
~'" qo, fM 02-1 '" (1\;[02_1) ~i (17) 
and, by dividing them, Lhere re ult 
(1 ) 
For convenience, Lhe ratio c, of skin friction at a given 
Reynolds number to skin friction at a Reynold number of 
one million, i introduced 
At con tant 1\10' then, equation (17) and (1 ) become 
P-Po r::;-
--"',Ie, 
po 
(19) 
(17a) 
(1 a) 
Equation (17a) wa originally pre enLed in reference 12 
without derivation. Ourves of c, a a function of Re:rnolds 
number are hown in figme 31 for boLh laminar and tmbu-
lenL boundary layers. The cmve for laminar layers rep-
re en t a (E ,,) - H variaLion. The cmve for tmbulent layer 
repre ent the variation indicated by the Karman-Schoenherr 
equation applicable to incompres ible £low. A more accmaLe 
variation applicable to compre ible turbulen t flow is un-
known at pre en . 
The above re ults, a regard variation wi th Re~Tnolds 
number, would apply Lo the pre me rise in either laminar 
or turbulenL flow, provided the flow i determined by free 
interaction and not complicated by influences of downstream 
geometry; they would apply to the separation pre me ri e 
(P.-Po) , to the peak 01' plateau pre ure rise (pp-Po), and 
to the over-all configuraLion pre ure ri e for incipien t sepa-
ration if such rises were determined by free interacLion. For 
the particular ca e of pre me ri e to a laminar eparation 
point, equation (17a) agree wiLh the fir t analysis of Lhis 
problem made by Lee (ref. 33), who obtained a Ezo - )4 vari-
ation. ub equent analy e have obtained different re ult 
(e. g., Ezo -~~ variation in ref. 34). It hould be noted that 
the approach used above con ider interaction of boundary 
layer and external flow to be the heart of the problem (a 
al 0 icon idered, though in more detail, in refs. 9, 33, and 
35). Other approaches to the problem of boundary-layer 
separation in upersonic flow have disregarded thi interac-
tion (e. g., refs. 36, 37, and 3 ). 
Experiments on effects of geometry, Reynolds number, 
and Mach number for laminar separation.- Ina much a the 
pre ure di tribution in laminar separation depends on 
Reynold number and Mach number, it i nece ary in as-
se ing the effects of model geometry to hold the e numbers 
fixed. orne pre me distribution obtained with four dif-
ferent model - a tep , a compre sion corner, a cmved m-
(a) Laminar fiow. 
(b) Turbulent flow. 
FIGU RE 31.- quare root of local kin friction a function of R eynolds 
numb r. 
face, and an incident hock model- are pre ented in figme 32 
for the fL'{ed condition of Mo=2.3 and Ezo= O.20 X 106. 
The dottecllines ri ing from terminal data point de ignate 
the eventual rise in pre lU' observed a the eparated 
lamin ar layer either begin to reattach or to be affecte 1 by 
tran i Lion. It i evident that the pressme di tribution do 
not depend ignificantly on the mode of inducing laminar 
separation (thi independence will be further ub tantiated 
p 
Po 
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FIGU RE 32.- Independcn cc of pre ure di tribution and method of 
inducing laminar eparation ; iVo = 2.3; Rzo =O.20± ·Ol X 106• 
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in subsequent figmes). Such pre sme lisLributions repre-
sent free interaction. 
To as ess the influence of R eynolds number, only the 
11ach number is held fixed. As is illustrated by the data 
in figme 33 for M o= 2.3, the emves for variou R eynold 
1.4 
1.3 
P 71.2 
o 
1.1 
1.0 
-.4 
j 
V, 
II 
..od ~ 
o 
.--a 
V v l0-Y 
I;: ~ y-.r-' 
~ !-'v' (> 0.937 ~ 
.4 .8 
Rx~ = 0.~37 ~ 106 1 
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, 
I 
0.065 !--
--u u l u I 0.148 I 0.213 
o C525°-1 
o CC 15°-3 -
<> 5 - 3 
o 18°-2 -
o 5-7 
I 
1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 
FIG U RE 33.- Effect of R eynolds number on pressure distribution in 
laminar eparation; .. i\10= 2.3. 
numbers arc qualitatively similar but quantitatively quite 
different. An analogous pread of the cmve wa observed 
at the other supersonic 1fach numbers investigated. For 
quantitative comparison with results from the simple di-
men tional analysis, the pressure at separation, Ps, and the 
plateau pressme, Pp, are plotted in figure 34 as a function 
of E %0' Common reference lines (dashed) are shown in both 
figmes 34 (a) and 34 (b) , from which it appears that both ps 
and p p approximately follow the same cmve irrespective of 
whether transition is upstream or downstream of reattach-
ment. Actually, when the type of separation changes from 
pme laminar to transitional, the di tance Xo changes, but not 
the relation between pressure and Exo ' It is noteworthy 
that the result from the simple order-of-magnitude analysis 
of free interactions (f1p jpo"-' cf,,-,(Ex,) - H for laminar flow) 
is in good agreement with the e:Aperimental data over the 
wide range of E x
o 
investigated (1.2 X I04 to 1.2 X I0 6). 
Attention is called to several restrictions pertinent to th 
correlation of the laminar pressure ri e data of figme 34. 
One uch re triction is to two-climen ional flow. The oil-
flim technique revealed readily any flow that was not two-
dimensional. Shadowgraphs likewise indicated occasional 
departures from two-dimensional flow. An example of this, 
where the shadowgraph indicates multiple separation lines 
(and the oil film similarly indicated lack of two-dimensional-
ity) is show'n in figure 35. The downstream geometry of 
this particular model was not uniform across the span. 
Under such conditions the peak-pressure rise was found to be 
Ie s (up to about 30 percent) than for the correlaLed data of 
figure 34. In figUl'e 36 some data are presented which 
illustrate an additional restriction for correlation of transi-
tional data, namely, that transition not be too close to 
separation. In this figure the pres ure at three different 
point i plotted for a step model: the pressure at separation 
Ps, the plateau pressure Pv, and the pres ure measured in 
the step corner Pc. At R eynolds number below 105 the 
1.00 
.70 
.50 
'" 13°-I 
D 15°- I 
o 16.5°-1 
o 18°-2 
o CC lo o- 1 
o 5-1 
<> 5-3 
" 5-8 
2 3 4 6 8 106 
(a) Pure laminar separation ; M o= 2.3. 
(b) Tran itional separation ; .1110= 2.3. 
2 
FIGU RE 34.- Effect of Reynolds number on pres LIre rise to eparatioll 
a nd plateau pressure. 
FIGU RE 35.-Shadowgraph indicat ing lack of two-dimen ional flow; 
S - 3; Jl!Io= 3.0 ; R L = O.57 X I06• 
separation is of the pure laminar type, since pc does not differ 
from Pv; both Ps-Po and Pv-Po are close to the da hed lines 
representing the correlation of figure 34. Between R eynolds 
numbers of 105 and about 2.5 X 105, the separation is of the 
transitional type since lYe rises well above Pv, but both 
Ps-Po and Pv-Po still follow the ame R x - )4 variation as 
o 
the correlated data. Above E x = 2.5 X I05, the eparation 
o 
type remains tran itional, and the pre sure distributions 
(not shown) reveal transition to be approaching closely the 
separation point. Both Ps and Pv depart from the correlated 
data above this R eynolds number. When transition i close 
to separation, the flow in the neighborhood of separation 
would not be expected to be steady and often was not. 
Examination of various data obtained in the present experi-
ment revealed two sufficient condition for correlation: 
(1) that the pres ure di tribution have a length of en ibly 
con tant plateau pressure not Ie than about 1.5 time the 
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Mo . Po 
- _- .... Y;7771 )))}I '~))) //1 
~.-------P ---- -P.. c ---- -P.. p 5 
Po 
2 3 4 
FJ G I ){J': :W. J)ata illu;-;tratil1g )'( 's tl'icliOI1 fol' cOI'I'l'latiol1 of tr:ll1 :; iliol1al 
data ;. :~ ; J/ o= 2.:~ . 
lengLb over whi ch iL tukes Lhe pre me to rise from Po to p p; 
(2) thuL the di llll'bun ce due (0 Lran iLion- a measured by 
the magnitude o f pres ure rise abo,-e Lhe laminar plateau -
DoL exeCN] Lwo to three t ime Lhe p re s ure rise to lhe laminal' 
plaieau. 1\0 necessary co ndition for co rrelal ion could be 
ob cITed from Lhe dala obLained , bUl it would be expeeled 
from tlleorelieal co nsid eration tll ill lhe laminar eparal ion 
bould 1)(' tcady and have a t ]('<1. t ( hOl'llength of plateau. 
The (' Yariolls reslriclion may nCCOllJlt for th e lack of 
c0 11s i. tel1ey in orne pl'l'yious mea , Ul"l'J11ents of pre, ure rist' 
in laminar eparation. 
TIl(' faeL that (Ps- Zio )/Po and (p p- Po)/Po in 1l1minar flo\\' 
var)' nearl)' as "\ 0~Rxo-U, ill agreement with the impl l' 
climl'llsional analysis, encou ragl', a fmtller te t of tbe 
analys is by l'xam inat ion of the entire pres m e dist ribution . 
In liuninar flow O* ~X(RI) _ 1 2~ X'Cfl 0 thaL eq ualion (1 n) fot' 
the dIHl'n("[l'ri lic inU' rac( iOIl distancl' l ; bl'co111l' 
(19) 
in ('(' 6jJ lpo'" \ e" it follo\\'s thllt cO I"l"t'Jation o[ the pre un'-
eli tl"ibutioll curve. would bt' t'xpe ted b.\- plotting [(J) - ]) o)/ 
Po](Cj)-" W I"SLI . [(x-.ro)/J' 01 ( ~»-J2 . ~\. plot of the daLa in 
figul"t' :n u ing t11 t'St' spec ial coordin ates is shown in fi gure 
37. Dtlt a from a compression com (' r, a CllIT('d ur-face, two 
sL('ps , and an incidt'nt hock-wHye-i nduced l'paralion art' 
inrlu(lt'd in Lhi figure. The yarious pre' m (' eli tribution in 
the special coo rdinat e syst(,1l1 app('ar illd l'penclt'nL of Rey-
nold numher a well as indept'ndent of object hape in 
con l"ormit.\T with Lhl' simple analysis of fl"ee il1tl'1'a('(iol1 . 
In vie\\' of the co n 'dat ion 01> t' LTt'el [0 1" R eynolds numbt'!" 
efl 'ccl on the pre s u)"(' distribution in laminar separat ion , 
iL follows ihaL th e e (' ntia1 rl'sult s pertaining to pre lII"t' 
ri e can be ohtained from a ploL 01" th o luantitit's [(Ps- Pu )/ 
1Jo](C» -J1 and [(Pp-Po) /Po](Cj )- " as fun e(ion of :'[ach nllm-
b('l'. I ucb a pIo L is showil in fi g Ll1"(, :3. X enr J10= 1 th e 
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1"1 .• URE 37. - Correlation of pre~sur(' di 'Lribulion for laminar ' cparalion 
[or nlrious model ('onfip;nl":lfiolls nne! n('ynolds 1111111\)('1";; ; JJo= 2. :3. 
sing ulari Ly (1\ [02- 1)-):' should dominaLe in quatioll (17) 
and Lhe plaLeHu PI"CSSUrt' ri e (p p-Po)/qo hould a ymptoti-
cally follow a (.\[02- 1)-J<I' vHriation as J10 approache uniLy. 
H elice (P p- 110)/Po shollld a ympLo tically follow a J102( M02-
I )-I{ var iation. TIl (' dolled lin e in figure;3 rep1'(, ellt 
.4 r--T--'- J r L 
.3 
Mo 
FIGUlm 38.-EO·('cL of ;\[ach IIl1lllber 011 eharactl'rist.ics of laminar 
separat.ion for a . ('rip!; of m cll'l configurat iom; :lnd Reynolds 
numbert'o 
uch a yariation. Lilfortlillately Lh(' data do noL ('xLend to 
uffieienLly low :'Iaeh numbel" ( 0 te L cr iticall y the predicted 
increase in prl' lIL"l' ri e neal" J 10= 1. Oy r the rallO"e of 
data obtained, ho\\'eYt' r, th ere is uL"prising consisL('ney with 
Lhe Lheoretical \' Hriatiol1. This con i teLl cy nccidentally ex-
Lend to superson ic :\ Ia ch number much higher than could 
be cxpl'cLed from n knowl('dg(' of Lhe as uillption made ill 
the analysis. 
Experiments on effects of geometry , Reynolds number, and 
Mach number for turbulent separation.- Th(' pres w'e 
distribution fOL" tll rbul('n ( separation ov('r a tep, a com pL"e -
ion COrL1<'l' , and n curn'd mfn ce a1"(, shO\nl in fiO"llI"(, 39 (a ) . 
The e eli triblltioll nrc for a con tant :'fac-h nu ml)(, 1" of 2.0 
and a co n tan I, R eynolds number of :3.1 X 106• Only th e 
model hape diO'('J" ' for the e Lhree pl"t', un' distribution . 
The tbree cmvl's arc l's ' ent ially til,.. ame up to the epara-
tion point, but \) e,)'o l1(l thi Lho)- o('gin (0 dt'Pllrl from each 
otb 1". It i evidt'nt a lso from ftglll"e 39 (a) LllIlt Lhe st'parated 
flow over a. Lep i Lbe onl)' flow of tho e inYes (igaLecl which 
exhibit n cll'fini( ' pt'l1 k in th e pr('ss lll"(' (Ii- (ribution wilhin 
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Lhe separated region. Analogous resul t are pre euted in 
figure 39 (b) for three similar configurations at a Mach 
number of 3.0. In this case the three curves practically 
coincide for a short distance downstream of separation, but 
do not coincide at the station where the peak in pre sure 
occur for the step. This result is similar to one of Bogdonoff 
and K epler (ref. 14) who compared distribution for a tep 
and a strong incident shock. 
It is evident already thaL there is an essential difference 
belween the qualilative characteristic of laminar separation 
and turbulent separation. Since turbulent eparations 
follow a single cw've only as far downstream as the eparation 
point (or perhap a litLle farth er), only the £low up to the 
epara tion point would r epresent free interaction; t he :flow 
dO\\11 tream of separation, and hcnce the peak pre LIre, 
would not. A possible exception might be tbe step which 
sbows a definite peak pre SLlre, but the othcr configurations 
ilwesLigated definitely do not represent free interaction 
phenomena clown tream of the point of eparation. In 
contrast, for laminar separations the pressure distribution 
" 'ell downstream of eparation-ineluding the plateau pre -
ure-repre. enl a free-interaction-type fiow for all of the 
various configuration te ted. 
In order for the pre sure di tribulions up to separation to 
represent a free interaction independent of the mode of in-
ducing separation, it i n ec r~ ary that the flow be tcady . 
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FIGURE 39.- Effect of body hape on the pre su re distribution for 
turbulent eparation at a fixed Mach number and R eynolds 
number. 
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FIG URE 39 .- Concluded, 
Actually, the curved-surface model (represcnLcd b," diamond 
symbols) in figure 39 (b) sho\\'s a little inegulari ty in pressure 
distribution which i atLributed to a slighL un Leadines oJ 
the turbulent separation over this particular model. At 
;,[ach numbers lower than that represcnlecl in flgure 39 (b), 
the turbulent separalion on this model was sufficienll:\' un-
steady to bring about both inegularit ie in pressure di sLri-
bu tion a well a izable departurcs from the mcan curns 
represcnting steady turbulent scparatlons. An cxample j 
illu trated in figure 40 (a) which correspond to a ::\ Iac11 
number of 2.4. Since Lhe Lmbulent cparation on the 
curved-surface model is illl tcady, the interaction takes place 
over a much larger sll'camwisc dislance that for thc stead)' 
turbulenL separaLions (on thc step and lhe compression 
corner). Evidcnce of Lhe unsLeadine i pro,~idecl b)' the 
j aggecl pressurc clistribu tion and by the lack of sharpnes ill 
the COlTcsponcling shado \\'graph in figurc 40. It hould bc 
emphasized that most of the turbulent eparations were 
relatively tead)T and unsteadiness Lo thc degrce illu tJ'ated 
in figure 40 wa more an cxccption Ulan a rule. 
In asse sing Lhc effect of varia lion in Rcynolds number 
on turbulent scparations it is necessary Lo kecp Lhe model 
shape and Lhe ::\ Iach number fixed. Thi s requirement i 
unlike the ca e for laminar separalion where only the ::\ Iitch 
number nceded to be held fixcd. orne pressure di tri bu-
tions at various R eynold numbcrs arc shown in figmc 41 for 
turbulent cparaLion ovcr a stcp at a ::\ [ach numbcr of 2.0. 
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FIG URE 40.- EfTeets of flow unsteadiness on t he pressure cli tribution ancl the corresponding shadOll"graph for turbulent eparation; 1IIo= 2.4; 
R x o = 2.7 X l06. 
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FIGURE 41.-Effect of Reynold number on the pres ure distribu tion 
for a step with turbulent eparation; 1110= 2.0. 
The step model is selected inasmuch as it is the only model 
of those inve tigated which exhibits a clearly defined peak 
in preSSUTe distl'ibutiori. The data of figUTe 41 cover a 
range in Reynold number corresponding to a variation by a 
factor of about 7 to 1, and show' no large effect of uch varia-
tion. These particular dat.a do show, however, a small but 
consistent effect in the direction of decrea ing peak preSSUTe 
with increasing R eynolds number. The trend of decrea ing 
pres UTe rise with increa ing R eynolds number i the same 
as that predicted by the simple analysis for free interaction 
which indicates the pre SUTe ri e to vary as Cf' A quanti-
tative compari on of this th oretical result with the mea m e-
ments on step model - 10 (trip 4) over the Mo range between 
2.0 and 3.4 i presented in figure 42. The variou lines sho'wn 
repre ent a variation proportional to cf for turbulent flow. 
At a l1ach number of 2.0 the data indicate omewhat less 
variation than Gf , but at :r.. [ach numbers near 3 they 
indicate somewhat greater va.riation. Part of the experi-
mental variation, particularly at the higher Mach numbers, 
is due to the fact that the effective origin of the turbulent 
boundary layer was not always at the boundary-layer trip. 
At low tunnel pressure, where the boundary-layer trip vms 
not completely effective, tran ition could be anywhere be-
tween the trip and the beginning of separation. Data point 
taken under these conditions are represented by .6fled ymbols 
in figure 42. For uch points the Reynolds number plotted 
is somewhat greater than the effective Reynold nUll bel' of 
the turbulent boundary layer; con equently, mall arrows 
have been attached to the e points. indicating the direction 
in which they would move if plotted a a function of the true 
effe tiv Reynold number. It i noted that the e point 
with arrows corre pond to a pure-laminar-type separation 
J 
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Open symbol - Tronsition near base of the baundary -
layer rip. 
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5-10 (tr ip 4 ) 
Filled symbol -Transition location between the base of the 
bounda ry-layer trip an d the beginni ng of 
pressure r ise; therefore the correct 
Reynol ds number is less than the value 
shown . 
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F IGU RE 42.-R eynold nu mber eff ct on the peak pressure ratio for a t ep wi th turbulent separa tion at various :'Iach numbers. 
behind the ba e of the trip (a determined by mea m ement 
of base pressure on the trip) buL to a fully tmbulent separa-
t.ion over the tep . 
AlLhough the data m figm e 41 and 42 for mod 1 S- 10 
(trip 4) how a con i ten t decrease in peak pressure rise wi th 
increasing Reynold number , no t all of the data for tUl'bulent 
separations showed this trend. 10del S- 5 (trip 2) revealed 
no appreciable variation in P1I-PO wi th Rxo over the range of 
M o and Rxo investigated. Similarly, Love (ref. 39) found 
no appreciable variation of P1I-PO wi th Rxo over a wide r ange 
of M o and Rxo' On the other hand, the several compre sion-
corner and cUl'ved-surface model inves tigated herein ex-
hibi te 1 es entially the arne trend of decreasing Pv-Po with 
increa ing Rxo as mod el 8- 10 (trip 4) . The r eason for these 
differ ent result is not known. These apparent discr epan-
cies, however , are consistent with the interpretation that the 
flow downstream of supersoni tUl'bulen t separation- unlike 
the flow downstream of super onic laminar separation-
usually is not a free-interaction phenomenon, and, thus 
should no t necessarily follow a variation approximately 
as c/. 
In figUl'e 43 a comparison is made between the mea ured 
variation wi th Reynolds number of the pres ure rise to a 
turbulent separation point and the theoretical variation 
predicted by the analysis. In thi comparison, various model 
shapes are employed ina much as P.-p. (unllke P1I-Po) is 
regarde 1 a being determined by free intera.ction. Experi-
men tal data of Gadd, Holder, and R egan (reI. 15) are hown 
in figure 43 by the dashed line. The calculated irend pro-
portional to .f0 i een Lo be in approxima te, Lhough not 
accurate, agr eemen t with the various measuremen ts. 
A a further te t of the dimensional analysis for turbulent 
free in teraction , pre sure meaSUl'ements can be plotted in 
coordinates which hould make the pres ure di tributions-
at least up to the eparation point-independ n t of both 
R eynolds numbpr and obj ect shape. According to equation 
(17) and (1 ), the quan tity [(P-Po)/Po]C/- 1/ 2 should be 
plo tted against (x-xo) / (0*C/- 1/ 2), just as in the case of laminar 
separation. In the absence of better information, 0* Ixo for 
turbulent flow is taken as proportional to C,.IO The appro-
priate longitudinal coordinate is then [(x-xo)lxo]c,-1 /2. A 
replot of the data of figur 41 in these appropriate coordinates 
i presented in figure 44 . By observing that plp o is plotted 
in figm e 41 and /:;'p /Po in fi O'm e 44 , it is seen that the small 
spread due to variation of Reynolds number is approximately, 
though no t en tirely, accounted for by the simple analy is. 
Th e same coordinates which correlate the prcssm e di tribu-
tion in laminar separation up to the plateau pre m e, also 
conelate rea onably well the tmbulen t separation data up 
to a t least the separation pressm e. 
The effect of Mach number on the pres ure rise to the 
10 Approximate form ulae for incompressible turbulent flow with 1/7·power velocity pronJe 
are: 6'~6""X(Rz) - I/'and c/~Rz-I/' . 'rhesecombine togive6'/x~;;I. lC morc rcfinedanalysis 
is made, such as by combin ing the wal1 law witb the velocity defect law for incompressible 
fl ow, then 6' /x is proportional to about tbe 1.2 power or;;,. At present, appropriate rormulae 
ror compressible fl ow are not accurately known; hence tbe simplest relation 6'/z~;;1 i used. 
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l ul'bulenL eparaLion poin L of variou models is ho\\ II in 
figUl'e 45. The pres me rise (P.-P.) /P. i di,-icled by ,ic; 
a this ,,'ould roughly aCCOlUlL for the influence of Reynold 
number. Dala from variol! ource for tep: compl'e sion 
corner , and inci len t hock reileclion arc included in lhi 
figure. Two difl'er nL Leclmique were employed in measlfl'-
ing Lhe separation point a indi cated in the figure legend . 
The Reynolds number range for the data from the pre enL 
inye Ligation j 0.3 to 6.0X 106 ; wherea for the data of 
Bogdonofl' it j appl'o},,-imatel~- to 36XI06 and for the 
?.4 ~ ~Od~ 1 ' Technique 
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a S-S I rip 2) 
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FIGVRE -!-!.- Correlation of pl'l's ' ure dblribulioll iii va rious He~'llolcls 
numbers for turbulellt. eparaliOll O\'cr a lep; J1o=2.0. 
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FWL'RE .J5.- Erf('ct o f ::\Iach Illlln\)('I' on pres'ur l'i e to cparation 
point for lur\)u \rnt flO\\' for slc p. , comprc ' ion cornCl", and incident 
hocks. 
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(lata of Gadel , HoMer, anel Regan j L j from 2 to t) X 106• ..Al-
though there is con ielerable cattrr in the measurement 
( inee the pres U1'e rise to the separation point i a cli£fieul t 
quantity to mea me accl1ratel~"), there i no y. tematic trend 
eli ee1'nible between the val'ioll configuration. This i 
con i l nl with Lhe view thallhe pre lire rise to a separation 
point in super onic turbulent How i a free-inLeraction phe-
nomenon and houlcl he independent of the mode of inducin g 
epm·ation. 
The effect of ~Iacll number on peak pre sure ri e 1'01' sLeps 
Jll lurhulrnt How i shown in figure 46. Data f rom ('xperi-
Reynolds number L/h 
o S-4 (tr,p 1 0.80<Rx xI0-6< 1.0 
[ 
0 S-6(trlp) 0 .45<Rxo xI0"6 <0.57 9 
2.0 0 S-10(t r .p 4) 2.0 < R,:. 10-6 <2.3 
l> S-5( '"p2) 0.78 < RxOX 10-6 < 1.1 
• Love (ref 39) 
• Bogdonoff (ref 13) 
6~-r--~-.--.--.--.--~ 
q,. Po 
"""i.1 
I 2 I---+--..J--If-
4.0 
FIG URE -to. - Eff('ct of :\[ach number on peak prc .. lIrc ratio for , teps 
\\'ith lllI'blllcn~ epa ration . 
m en Ls of BogdonofI' (ref. 13) and Love (ref. 39) are inclu led 
in this figure. Two exLreme arc repres nt d for Bogdonoff's 
data aL each ~Iaeh number; Lhey correspond Lo the mallest 
and large L step heights used in hi experiment. At Mach 
numbers above abouL 2.6 lhe pre enL mea mements for - 6 
(Lrip 1) how considerabl)" higher values of Pp-Po than do the 
measurement of Bogdonoff and Love . The large pread 
of data, a repre enLed by the eros hatched area , is attributed 
primarily Lo the effect of boundary-layer thickne on Pp-Po' 
:,[odels for which the tep height h is considerably malleI' 
than 00 (c. g., the lower data point of Bogdonoff in fig. 46) 
yield peak pre SUl'e value only sli ghtly greaLer than the 
eparation pre U1'e, whereas the model wiLh the large t 
ratio hie, (model - 6 ,\·ith trip 1 for which hie, ~ 6) )-icld 
the large t values for p ak pressure. The upper limi t of 
Bogdonoff 's data C01'1'e ponds to an intermediate case or 
h/e,~2. 
CONCL 810 8 
The conclusions which follow were drawn mainly from 
experiments with bouJldary layers of es eULially constant 
pressurc preceding a two-ciimensional sepamtccl region. 
.' llIficiellLly wide varial ioll ill model geometry ( Lcp , bases , 
compression corners, curved urface, hock reflections) 
were cover ed to reO'ard the conclusions a rather general, 
alLhough ome of these conclusions may noL apply foJ' an 
inilial boundary-layer history of Lrongly rising or falling 
pressure. 
1. For a given model hape, Lhe location of Lran ition 
relative Lo Lhe reatlaehmen t and separation posi tions i 
dominant in controlling Lhe ('hamcteri tic fealure of pre -
Slll'e distribuLion irre pective of ~Iach numbcr and Reynold 
number. This dominance lead to cla ificalioll of each 
separated flow inlo one of three type: pure laminar, transi-
tional, and Lurbulent. 
2. Pme laminar separation (transition dow}) tream of 
reaLLachmenL zone) were steady in a uperso nic tream and 
depended only Lo a relatively mall exten t on Reynold 
number. The dead-ail' pressure for pure laminar eparalions 
having n egligible boundary-layer thiekl1e s aL separation 
can be calculated from a imple th 01')' inYolYillg no empirical 
information; the theory i npplicalle to both ub onie and 
uper onie flow. 
3. Transitional eparatioll ( lransitionlwtweell eparatioll 
and reattachment) generally weI' unstea ly and often de-
pended markedly on Reynolds number. In transitional 
eparaLion an abrupL pre m e rise often occur at the 
locaLion of transition, e pceially " "hen transition i only a 
shorL eli tance upstream of reattacbmell L 
4. Turbulent separaLion (lran ilion upstream of epara-
lion) depended only to a minor extent on R eynold llumber. 
~10 t of the uper onie turbulent separation wel'e relatively 
st ady compared to transitional separation . 
5. The sLability of a separated laminar mi,-..;:ing layer 
in crease markedly with an increase in ),Iach numbcr. A 
a result, pure laminar separation, which are uncommon 
at ub onic peed, may become of some practical inlere t at 
hypersonic • peed. Because of thi marked increa e in 
stability, laminar separations warrant additional re earch 
in hypersonic flow. 
6. In a region " ,here boundary layer and external flow 
in LeracL freely, a simple analysis indica te that pressure 
ri e vary a the qual' root of the kin friction. Experi-
ment at uper onic peed subslanliaLecllh i result accurately 
for laminar separation , find fipPJ'oximntely for turbulent 
eparalion. 
7. The pressure rise to separation is independent of the 
mode of inducing eparalion for either laminar or tmbulent 
eparaLion in uper onic flow. The plaLeau pres llre ri e in 
laminar separalion i similarly independent , but Lhe peak 
pre ure ri e in Lmbulcn L separalion depend ign ifican tly 
on model geomelry. 
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APPENDIX A 
ANOMALO SOIL-FILM OBSERVATIO S 
'When the oil-film technique was used, two threadlike line 
of accumulaLion ometime occurred imultaneou ly. They 
were never observed in laminar separation , but only in tur-
bulent eparation, and only over a certain ~.fach number 
range. Both line of accumulation were table, repeatable, 
and normal to the tream direction of flow . Tbey were 
di placed stream'vi e a di tance equivalent to everal bound-
aI-y-Iayer thickne e. D ep nding upon test condition , the 
downstream lin e could appear by itself, the two line could 
appeal' simul taneously, or the up tream line could appeal' 
by iL elf. The upstream line OlTe ponded to a pressure 
ri e of about 0.3 Po, wherea the down tream line C01'1'e-
poneled to between 0.6 Po and 1.0 Po rise, dependinO" on the 
11ach number. Oomparable mea urements of BoO"donoff 
and of Gadd, derived from a different technique of location of 
eparation (near- urface pitot-pre sure urvey ) corre ponded 
to Lhe down tream line. To determine directly ,,-hether the 
L\\TO technique inherently produce different re ult ,Profe or 
. M. Bogdonoff volunteered cooperation by trying the oil-
film technique with the Princeton apparatus on which tbe 
piLot-pressure surveys previously had been made. He imme-
diately confirmed hi earlier result on pre sure ri e to separa-
Lion at Mo=2.9 (corre pondinO" to the down tream line in 
Lb pre ent experiment), and did not find any evidence of 
a econd line. Although thi left une:xplained the imulta-
lleou occurrence of t"l''-O line , it did remove uspicion of 
exce ive probe interference and place su picion on the phy -
ical significance of the upstream lin e of oil accumulation. 
It appeared po ible Lhat the up tream line did not accumu-
late at a separation position, but actually repre ent d a 
econd, stable, equilibrium position , du e to ,vind force 
acting down tream and buoyancy forces acting up tI·eam. 
izable buoyancy forces al'i e from the large treamwi e 
pre ure gradient near turbulent eparation. (The gl'acli-
ents ncar laminar separation are an order of magnitude 
smaller.) 
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By regarding the till· cad of oil a a cylind er of fuwd di-
mensions in a wind tream of density Pw and velocity pro-
portional to (ou/ oY)w, the drag per unit pan would be pro-
por·tional to Pw( ouj oY)w2• The up tream-acting buoyancy 
force would be proportional to (dpjdx) '" (Po/ flo), 0 that 
p = buoyance force 
- wind force 
Po Po 
'" (" ) (OU)2 "'(~) (c/poU02)2 
V o Pw "'y R ~~ Pw 
u W %0 JJ. w 
or, since Pw= p.T./T w"' PoT o (approximately), 
For fi.xed ]0.10 and Xo, r'" p//5/p /(Po-I /5)2 "'Po-i /5. From tlus 
brief analy i thrce inferences can be drawn: first, an increa e 
in tunnel pressme for fixed ]0.10 and x hould decrea e the 
importance of buoyancy force; econd, an increase in model 
length for fixed ]0.10 and Po should decrea e the importance 
of buoyancy force ince ;''''X} /5jxo'''x o -4/5; third, for fixed 
Xo and Po, the variation of P with an increase in ]0.10 is domi-
nated by the decreas in Po and c/; hence an inCl'ea e in 11ach 
number hould increa e the importance of buoyan ~' force . 
In view of these inferred trend , a pecial model ( -5 with 
trip 2) having double he length Xo wa con tructcd. Wherea 
the regular model exhibited the up tream liDe above about 
]0.10 =1.9 , tbe larger model exhibited such lines above about 
M o= 2.5. Thi is consistent "lvith both Lhe econd and third 
inferences above. IL wa found also that increa ing tunnel 
pressme cau ed the up tl'eam line to di appeal'. Thi is 
con istent with th first inference. Oon equenLly, it is 
deduced that the up tream line, which corre pODded to a 
pressure ri e of t:"p /Po=0.3 ±O.l, i not a epal'ation line but 
represent a second po ition for table equilibrium of buoy-
ancy forces and wind force . 
APPENDIX B 
SPECIAL EXPERIMENTS PERTAINING TO THE CROCCO-LEES THEORY 
The Crocco-Lees theory (ref. 9) i unusually broad in 
cope, covering laminar-, transitional-, and turbulent-type 
separation. B ecause of this exten iveness, many untested 
approximations are introduced in their analysis where 
appropriate experimental data are mis ing and cannot pro-
vide a guide. Also, because of the broad scope, it i impor-
tant to upplement this theory wherever possible with perti-
nent experimental information. The pre ent experiments 
ugge t a way in which the Crocco-Lees theory for ba e 
pressure might be improved. Thi po ible improvement 
may have no bearing, however, on the Crocco-Lees theory 
for other type of separation. 
In the Crocco-Lees analysis the wake thickne s is an 
important variable appearing throughout their analysis; it 
determines, among other things, the initial condition for inte-
gration of their differential equation which govern the dead-
air pre sure. On the other hand, the theory of this report 
indica te that the total wake thickne of a separated r eo-ion 
would not influence the dead-air pre m e. 
The special e}':perin1ent designed to provide a decisive test 
of the importance of the thickne of wake were conducted 
during the initial experiment (1953) on model with triangu-
lar insert a is illu trated. The two-dimen ional channel 
appratus wa employed. 
The experimental test condition were especially elected to 
be in a Reynolds number range where in the eparation wa 
of the tran itional type, and wherein the Crocco-Lee theory 
would indicate the dead-air pre ure to be sen itive to 
changes in the initial wake thickne h+ 8. If the total 
thickne s of wake were dominant in determining base pres-
ure, then the dead-air pre m e for a fixed Reynolds number 
R (based on the chord length e of the aU'foil) should correlate 
roughly a a function of the parameter hi D, or as a function 
of the equivalent parameter elCl R) where e i the model 
length. On the other hand, if the thickne s of wake i 
totally unimportant, it would be e:Kpected that the dead-au' 
pre sure would be unaffected by the triangular-shaped 
im:erts and would correlate much better when plotted as a 
fUllction of HID, or of the equivalent parameter el(H-/Ii). 
The e}':perimen tal data plotted in figure 47 are definilive in 
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FIG URE 47.- Base pres ure measurements for Lransitional type separa-
tion \"itt various \\-edge inserts in the dead-air region; ·ilIo= 2.0. 
showing that I-I i the e sential characteri tic length in the 
problem; and hence that the total wake thickne is not 
important in determining base pressur . It i believed that 
in the Crocco-Lee theory the ba e height should more 
appropriately be introduce 1 in a way which determines the 
length of mixing layer, rather than in a way which determine 
the initial thickness of the wake. 
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